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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report is divided into eleven chapters, each of which is largely

self-contained.

The primary objective of this work was the experimental verification of

the spherical scanning algorithm and programs. The test antennas were a set

of square microstrip arrays which could be assembled in several

configurations. Data were taken for several scan radii and the computed far

fields were found to agree as expected. An extensive set of planar data was

also taken. Comparison between far-field patterns calculated from spherical

and planar data was excellent. A detailed discussion of procedures and

results is given in Chapter 1.

In spherical scanning the probe must be oriented so that it points in the

-z direction, which is usually not the orientation in which receiving patterns

are measured. Also, if the probe was measured in a transmitting mode and is

to be used as a receiver, reciprocity constraints must be applied. Chapter 2

discusses the required transformations in light of probe pattern symmetry.

In the experimental work, a symmetric probe and an open-ended rectangular

waveguide were used as probes. By default, the software treats an ideal probe

(the no probe-correction case) as an electric dipole. Open-ended wavegufde

probes, however, are better approximated as magnetic dipoles. Therefore, we

decided to see whether results (without probe correction) are improved bv

viewing the ideal probe as a magnetic dipole (Chapter 3). Theoretically,

there can be significant differences in the two points of view when the

measurement radius is close to the minimum radius. Alznough there was Little

difference in the co-polarization results, the magnetic-dipole model did give

significant improvement in the cross-polarization results, esDecialiv away

frou, the principal plane cuts.
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Because of the experimental difficulty in producing a significant probe

correction, we simulated probe correction using an ideal dipole probe offset

from the measurement sphere. (We can, in principle, simulate an arbitrary

p ± 1 probe using an endfire dipole array.) Theory and numerical results are

described in Chapter 4. We found that large probe pattern effects could be

induced which could then be removed (to machine accuracy) by employing probe

correction.

In Chapter 4 the spherical harmonic expansion of the receiving pattern of

an offset dipole is obtained by numerical integration. In Chapter 5, as an

intermediate check of this numerical integration, the spherical-wave

expansions for a translated dipole are found using the translation formulas.

Some numerizal results are given.

Scalar and vector spherical harmonics play a central role in

electromagnetic theory. Products of these functions occur frequently, as in

the case of spherical near-field scanning theory, where an important issue is

the coupling between a probe and the incident field. Chapter 6 is a

comnendium of useful results. The approach is initially motivational, but a

number of practical computational formulas are deveioped in later sections.

Chapter 7 uses results of Chapter 6 to develop a particularly

straightforward algorithm to calculate the translated probe coefficients of

spherical scanning.

The operator formalism developed during this project is used in Chapter S

to 7ive a description of antenna-antenna interactions. The transmission

formulas for spherical near-field scanning are derived, in this context, with

the probe transmitting or receiving. Reciprocity is used to relate the

transmitting and receiving cases.



Chapter 9 is a short derivation of the reciprocity relations between

transmitting and receiving patterns from an operational point of view.

The canonical problem of a uniformly excited aperture is treated in

Chapter 10. It is possible to give the coefficients of the spherical-wave

expansions in closed form for both the acoustic and the electromagnetic cases.

Besides the obvious pedagogic value, it is useful to have an analytic solution

for a model that closely approximates a practical transducer. The near field

of this model can be computed accurately and efficiently.

Many RCS (Radar Cross Section), EMI/EMC (ElectroMagnetic

Interference/Compatibility), and antenna measurements require a known incident

field within a test volume. To evaluate systems designed to produce a

specific incident field (compact ranges, for example), we must measure the

actual illumination for comparison with design specifications. Beyond its

diagnostic value, this incident-field data can also be used for error

estimation and for calculating first order corrections. In Chapter 11, we

develop a spherical near-field scanning algorithm for determining incident

fields inside a probe's "minimum sphere." This differs from the well-known

spherical near-field scanning formulation which determines fields outside the

source's minimum sphere. The scanner size depends on the extent of the region

of interest but not on the extent of the (possibly much larger) source. The

data may be collected using a standard roll-over-azimuth positioner.

3



1. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1.1 Introduction

In this chapter we describe various measurements made on a representative

test antenna. Data were processed using the recently developed spherical

near-field scanning software. Comparisons of far-field patterns were made to

patterns determined with planar near-field techniques. Measurements were made

using two types of open-ended waveguide probes, one with a circular cross

section and one with a rectangular cross section. Measurements with both

probes were made at several radii. In addition, the data were processed using

a reduced number of modes to describe the probe in its own coordinate system.

1.2 Experimental Details

The test antenna was a microstrip array antenna consisting of four

16 x 16 element subpanels operating at 3.3 GHz. The antenna was approximately

1.5 m square. To give a reference for the patterns which were calculated, the

antenna was also measured on the NIST Planar Near-Field Range.

The spherical measurements were made on the NIST Spherical Near-Field

Range. This rotator is a roll-over-azimuth positioner (model mount) mounted

on rails which permit the measurement radius to be varied. This capability

also allows on-axis gain measurements to be performed on small antennas using

the extrapolation technique.

All measurements were acquired over the range -180o <_ < 1800 and

00 0 < 3600. This technique acquires a redundant set of data, with each

point being acquired twice. The data are then averaged to get a single non-

redundant data set. Use of this technique minimizes the effects certain

alignment errors and was employed for all data acquired, both spherical near-

field scans and the probe far-field pattern data.

The two probes used were rectangular and circular cross-section open-

ended waveguides. These probes were calibrated for gain, polarization, and

pattern at NIST before the spherical measurements. The rectangular probe was

a standard piece of WR-284 waveguide approximately 50 cm long. The circular

probe was designed at NIST to allow a single mode to propagate at the test

frequency. This constraint required a complex taper to be fabricated in the

rectangular-to-circular transition section. The probe was electroformed at a

5



commercial electroplating facility which specializes in custom microwave

component fabrication. The design of the probe is shown in Figure 1.1.

The on-axis gain and polarization of the probes were measured on the

spherical range using the NIST three-antenna/extrapolation technique. The

characteristics of the probes at 3.3 GHz are listed in Table 1.1. Far-field

patterns were also measured at this time.

Table 1.1 On-axis characteristics of probes

Probe I Gain Axial Ratio I Tilt Sense

Rectangular 6.70 dB 61.4 dB j 89.980 Right
Circular 7.93 dB 60.6 dB 89.810 Right

1.3 Experimental Results

1.3.1 MEASUREMENTS ON PROBES

The first process in the probe-corrected spherical measurement is the

determination of the spherical mode expansion of the probe. The expansion is

calculated from far-field measurements using the spherical near-field program

but without applying the probe correction. Theoretically, the circular probe

should have only m - ±1 modes. This characteristic is required by theory for

the probe-correction technique employed. Also of interest is how well the

probe correction works for a rectangular cross-section probe since this probe

is readily available. Table 1.2 gives the amplitude of the probe coefficients

which were calculated from measured data for the two probe types. Each set of

modes were normalized to the maximum coefficient. The t '
E are coefficientsrin

in the spherical harmonic expansion

t(r) - Z ItV X VA(r) +1t1 ik X X(r)] (i-i)

where t(r) is the far-field pattern of the antenna (see Chapter 2). In actual

calculation for probe correction, coefficients up to n - 17 were used.

6



Table 1.2 Measured spherical mode coefficients
for circular and rectangular waveguides

circular guide I rectangular guide

n m tH  tE tH tE
nm nm run nm

(dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)

1 -1 0.00 -1.10 0.00 -3.59
1 0 -42.21 -43.02 -44.03 -37.69
1 1 -0.02 -1.16 -0.01 -3.67

2 -2 -43.73 -43.92 -41.41 -45.05
2 -1 -10.51 -14.77 -9.00 -20.43
2 0 -44.11 -37.81 -45.24 -39.40
2 1 -10.51 -14.68 -8.90 -20.60
2 2 -48.23 -43.73 -38.42 -49.43

3 -3 -47.93 -49.94 -21.47 -17.10
3 -2 -46.29 -63.20 -51.07 -51.83
3 -1 -23.83 -18.47 -22.50 -18.85
3 0 -55.59 -41.47 -54.07 -38.51
3 1 -23.94 -18.45 -22.62 -18.75
3 2 -45.58 -57.18 -45.42 -52.23
3 3 -47.63 -50.33 -21.40 -17.08

4 -4 -58.09 -71.15 -57.85 -58.68
4 -3 -44.71 -52.57 -31.67 -33.97
4 -2 -50.33 -51.15 -49.74 -57.10
4 -1 -28.23 -27.49 -26.01 -27.46
4 0 -57.i8 -52.07 -57.10 -46.42
4 1 -28.48 -27.58 -26.11 -27.58
4 2 -49.57 -60.27 -44.36 -63.12
4 3 -44.92 -51.15 -31.87 -33.92
4 4 -71.15 -65.13 -57.10 -59.59

5 -5 -51.15 -54.90 -44.36 -43.41
5 -4 -57.18 -67.63 -54.07 -66.64
5 -3 -44.11 -71.15 -31.75 -37.10
5 -2 -53.09 -47.93 -55.76 -49.74
5 -1 -39.22 -29.64 -37.93 -28.60
5 0 -77.18 -45.81 -66.64 -51.07
5 1 -38.59 -29.87 -38.34 -28.47
5 2 -50.73 -47.93 -46.86 -48.85
5 3 -44.51 -60.27 -31.64 -37.46
5 4 -57.18 -77.18 -54.60 -57.10
5 5 -52.57 -57.18 -44.87 -42.56
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The circular cylindrical probe exhibits the predicted m - ±1

characteristic which is desired. For the rectangular probe, we observe that
HE

the dominant modes present are the electric and magnetic dipole modes, t, ,
H , hm ao

and the magnetic quadrupole mode, t2 ,l and that the m - ±3 and ±5 modes are

more than 20 dB below the highest amplitude mode. This indicates that such a

probe also approximates the desired characteristic and does have promise for

application to spherical near-field scanning. Results of tests exploring this

will be discussed in a later section.

1.3.2 PLANAR NEAR-FIELD MEASUREMENTS

Planar measurements were performed on the microstrip array and probe-

corrected far-field patterns generated using the rectangular waveguide probe.

These patterns are valid to approximately 500, the limiting angle being

determined by geometrical considerations relating the scan area and the

antenna aperture. These patterns will not be shown separately but as

reference patterns for some of the data presented for spherical measurements.

1.3.3 SPHERICAL NEAR-FIELD MEASUREMENTS WITH A CIRCULAR PROBE

Spherical measurements were originally performed at radii of

approximately 1.6 and 3.8 m. Comparing far-field patterns calculated with and

without probe correction showed that the probe effect was almost nonexistent.

Additional measurements were performed at 1.28 m by using a specially built

extension to mount the probe. (This is the smallest practical radius, giving

several wavelengths clearance between the array corners and the probe during

the scanning process.) These data still reveal little except in the cross-

polarization patterns, where the probe effect is most apparent off the

principal plane directions. First, we show the principal plane results.

Figures 1.2 through 1.5 show the main and cross-polarized patterns for

the azimuth and elevation planes (0 - 00 and 900) for data acquired at 1.28 m.

Also shown for comparison are the corresponding far-field patterns obtained

from planar measurements. Agreement of the planar and spherical results is

very good except in the plane 0 - 900 for the cross-polarized field over the

region in which the planar results are valid. Even in this region, we note

striking agreement over most of the pattern even at levels between -60 and

-70 dB. We consider this very good considering the very low field levels.
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Figures 1.6 and 1.7 show a comparison of the results at 1.28 m between

far-field patterns calculated with and without probe correction. Since the

co-polarized patterns were virtually identical they will not be shown here.

Similar results for patterns calculated from the 3.8 m data are shown in

Figures 1.8 and 1.9. Again we do not show the co-polarized patterns. The

- 900 cut produced from the 3.8 m data does not agree well with the 1.28 m

data or the planar data. We think that low near field levels and the greater

possibility for multiple reflections is the reason for these discrepancies in

this very low-level portion of the pattern.

In figures 1.10 and 1.11, we show contour plots for the cross-polarized

(azimuth) component with and without probe correction. For reference

purposes, figure 1.12 also shows the cross component obtained using planar

scanning. It should be noted that the major features show up in both figures

1.10 and 1.12, while the discrepancies are noted in regions where the patterns

are below -50 dB. This is not surprising considering the low level of the

cross-polarized pattern in this region. As is seen in figure 1.11, large

lobes appear in the non-principal plane directions. These lobes arise from

the cross-polarized fields of the probe which occur in the non-principal plane

directions and are a result of the curvature of the field lines in the TE1 1

mode in the probe waveguide.

One may think of the probe correction as having two aspects, a pattern

correction and a polarization correction. Because there is relatively little

correction observed for the principal planes, it may be assumed that there is

little correction due to the probe pattern. However, as is apparent from the

contour plots, the polarization correction may be significant.

1.3.4 SPHERICAL NEAR-FIELD MEASUREMENTS WITH A RECTANGULAR PROBE

Figures 1.13 and 1.14 show the 0 - 00 and 4 - 900 far-field patterns

calculated from data taken at 1.28 m with and without probe correction. Since

the co-polarized patterns are virtually identical to those shown previously

for the circular probe, we do not show them. Again we observe that the 4 = 00

pattern exhibits little effect of probe correction while the p = 900 pattern

shows considerable effect. In Figures 1.15 and 1.16 we see the same cuts

obtained from data taken at 3.79 m. Comparison of Figure 1.16 with Figure !.7

shows qualitative agreement which is better than between Figures 1.7 and 1.14.

As will be noted in the following section, reflections seem to have an

important effect in the low-level parts of the cross-polarized pattern and
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discrepancies are probably due to this effect. We cannot discount the

possibility that the probe correction does not correctly account for the

effect of the rectangular probe at the smaller radius since higher order m

modes are present as seen in Table 1.2. At the larger radius the effect of

these modes will be considerably diminished.

1.3.5 EFFECT OF REFLECTIONS ON CALCULATED FAR FIELD

As noted in Section 1.3.3, data were originally taken at a radius of

approximately 1.6 m. Two sets of data were acquired using radii differing by

A/4 with both the circular and rectangular probes. The purpose of this test

was to determine the effect of multiple reflections. No multiple reflection

data were acquired at the 1.28 m radius because of time constraints. Figures

1.17 and 1.18 illustrate the effect of reflections on the computed, probe-

corrected cross-polarized far-field patterns in the 0 = 900 plane. Effect on

the main component and 0 - 00 patterns was minimal and patterns are not shown

here. It is difficult to ascertain from these results whether the differences

are due to multiple reflections between the antenna and probe or due to room

reflections. The average level of the sidelobes below -50 dB or so remains

approximately constant but the structure is considerably altered in detail.

1.3.6 EFFECT OF USING A REDUCED NUMBER OF MODES TO DESCRIBE THE PROBE

Inspection of Table 1.2 reveals that modes higher than n - 3 are at least

20 dB below the dominant n - 1, m - ±1 modes. Tests were performed in which

only three, two, or one mode was used to describe the probe in its own

coordinate system. Translated multipole coefficients were then calculated for

these cases to perform the probe correction. Results of these calculations

for several cases of maximum probe mode N are presented in Figures 1.19P

through 1.21 for the circular probe and in Figures 1.22 through 1.24 for the

rectangular probe.

The effect of reducing the number of modes used to describe the probe is

observed to be minimal. The cross-polarized fields are the most affected, and

the rectangular probe shows the greatest effect. The major application of

this result would be in empirical modelling of the probe. If the first two or

three modes could be accurately calculated from the probe geometry, it might

be possible to eliminate the need to calibrate the probe for many near-field

scanning applications. Since the probe measurement is nearly as complicated
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and time consuming as the spherical measurement itself, the saving would be

substantial.

1.4 Directivity

On-axis (r - z) directivity was calculated for each probe and measurement

radius with and without probe correction:

^ 2

^ It(r)i
D(r) - 4ff (1-2)Z Hi 1 2 + ItE121

Results of the calculation are shown in Table 1.3. Gain can also be

determined from the measurements if the insertion loss of the antenna-probe

combination is determined at some reference position. Insertion loss

measurements were performed, but because of mixer problems, they were

incorrect and are not reported here.

Table 1.3 Comparison of directivities

Probe Radius (m) D (dB) D (dB)
I (Probe-corrected) (No correction)

Circular 1.28 34.369 34.258
Circular 3.80 34.351 34.340

Rectangular 1.27 34.323 34.177
Rectangular 3.79 34.340 34.333

As might be expected, all directivities calculated with probe correction

included are very close. Those calculated for the larger radius are also very

close to the values determined with probe correction. Values determined from

small radius data without probe correction indicate a deviation due to the

small pattern changes caused by the probe effect.

1.5 Conclusions

,Je have reviewed selected experimental results and the following

conclusions may be drawn. Comparisons of far-field patterns calculated from
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planar and spherical near-field measurements are generally very good.

Spherical measurements obtained at the smallest radius demonstrate the best

agreement with the planar results for data acquired with a circular probe.

This is understandable since the relative scattering level from the

surroundings is the lowest in this case. Agreement to -50 dB is acceptable.

In the case of the rectangular probe, however, the larger scan radius seems to

produce the better measurement. This probably is due to multiple reflections,

though an effect due to the incomplete probe correction, since the rectangular

probe possesses higher order m - odd modes, is also a possibility. For co-

polarized fields and cross-polarized fields in the region away from the main

beam, agreement to -40 dB seems to be obtainable.

Surprisingly, little effect of the probe directivity on the beamwidth was

observed even for the smallest scan radius. This is in contrast to previous

measurements at NIST on a different antenna design. The effect on directivitv

seems to be the greatest with a reduction of about 0.1 to 0.2 dB if no probe

correction is performed. The only real practical penalty to probe correction

is the need to obtain a probe pattern, and results indicate that, for small

probes at least, good results can be obtained with a relatively simple model

perhaps with only three magnetic and electric coefficients. Computation of

the translated coefficients is very efficient.

Further discussion of the probe effect is found in Chapter 4, where a

more complicated probe is simulated by employing a radially offset dipole.

Additional experimental work would also be valuable if a more directive probe

could be employed which would accentuate the effect of probe directivitv. A

circularly symmetric horn is available at NIST which has interchangeable

apertures of various diameters. Comparison of measurements made with a series

of similar but different sized horns could yield valuable results which would

shed further light on the conditions which require probe correction.

The programs all currently run on a 25 MHz 80386-based desktop computer

with an 80387 math coprocessor. Computation times are of the order of five

minutes for analysis of a complete set of near-field data (180 x 180 points)

to produce probe-corrected, far-field patterns. In general the experimental

work and the results of Chapter 4 validate the spherical near-field package

developed at NIST.

Measurements were performed by Darlene Agee, Saturnino Canales, and

Douglas Kremer. Helpful discussions with Lorant Muth, especially in finding a

particularly vexing coding error, are also gratefully acknowledged.
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Figure 1.1 Design of the circular cross-section probe. Lowest order modecutoff (TE1 1 ) is 2.78 0Hz. N~ext mode cutoff (TEO,) is 3.62 GHz. Thecircular waveguide is thus single-moded at the operating frequency of3.23 0Hz.
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Comparison of For-Field Patterns
Planar and Spherical Scanning

Co-Pol, Phi = 0
0-

Spherical
------ Planar

m

'0

o2
Ln.

6 -30 0 :30 9/0
Theta - degr es: 'I

Figure 1.2 Comparison of far-field patLerns obtained from probe-corrected
spherical and planar near-field measurements. Probe for the spherical
measurements was circular cross-section a = +1 waveguide. Measurement
radius 1.28 m, main polarization, 0 - 00 cut.

Comparison of For-Field Patterns
Planar and Spherical Scanning

Co-Pal, Phi = 90

- Spherical
------ Planar

ElI
C)

.

L90 50 -30T| C 6b 3o
0~ 60 '

eta - degrees

Figure 1.3 Comparison of far-field patterns obtained from probe-corrected
spherical and planar near-field measurements. Probe for the spherical

measurements was circular cross-section p = +1 waveguide. Measurement

radius 1.28 m, main polarization, - 900 cut.
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Comparison of For-Field Patterns
Planar and Spherical Scanning
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Figure 1.4 Comparison of far-field patterns obtained from probe-corrected
spherical and planar near-field measurements. Probe for the spherical
measurements was circular cross-section u - ±1 waveguide. Measurement
radius 1.28 m,-cross polarization, - 0 ° cut.
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Effect of Probe Correction on
Spherical Measurements

Cross-Pal, Phi = 0
Cylindrical Probe
Radius 1.28 m

i, -

V 0

S.

With Probe Correction
------ No Probe Correction

-90 -60 _-30 0 30 60 90
Theta - degrees

Figure 1.6 Comparison of far-field patterns calculated with and without probe
correction from 1.28 m spherical near-field data. Circular probe, cross

I larization, - 0° cut.

Effect of Probe Cr in )-
Spherical Mec urrTerLs

Cross-Pol, Phi - 90
Cylindrical Probe
Radius = 1.28 m

-With Probe Correction
-----. No Probe Correction

0

'90 40 .o" 0 .3 :60 90
Theta - degrees

Figure 1.7 Comparison of far-field patterns calculated with and without probe
correction from 1.28 m spherical near-field data. Circular probe, cross

polarization, = 900 cut.
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Effect of Probe Correction on
Spherical Measurements

o Cross-Pol, Phi = 0
I Cylindrical Probe

Radius = 3.80 m
oC

,--

0 0

0

With Probe Correction
-- No Probe Correction

-0  '-0' -30 6 3'0 60 9'0
Theta - degrees

Figure 1.8 Comparison of far-field patterns calculated with and without probe
correction from 3.8 m spherical near-field data. Circular probe, cross
polarization, - 0* cut.

Effect of F, coe Correction on
Spherical Measurements

Cross-Pol, Phi = 90
Cylindrical Probe
Radius = 3.80 m

I , - With Probe Correction
. -...... No Probe Correction

-

Co
00 -660 9

to"

1 0 -30 0 30 60 90
Theta - degrees

Figure 1.9 Comparison of far-field patterns calculated with and without probe
correction from 3.8 m spherical near-field data. Circular probe, cross

polarization, = 90' cut.
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Figure 1.10 Contour plot of azimuth component of far-field pattern obtained
from spherical near-field scan. Circular probe, scan radius 1.28 m,
probe correction applied. Contour levels are -38, -40, -42, -45, -50.
-55, and -60 dB.
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Figure 1.11 Contour plot of azimuth component of far-field pattern obtained
from spherical near-field scan. Circuilar probe, scan radius 1.28 m, no
probe correction applied. Contour levels are -28, 30, -32, -36, -40,
-45, -50, -55, and -60 dB.
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Figure 1.12 Contour plot of azimuth component of far-field pattern obtained
from probe-corrected planar near-field scan. Contour levels are -42,
-45, -50, -55, and -60 dB.
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Effect of Probe Correctior on
Spherical Measurements

Cross-Pol, Phi = 0
Rectangular Probe
Radius = 1.28 m

Mm
r,,,_

I I

*0 f

a

With Probe Correction
No Probe Cerrection

a

'90 -60 -S0 0 30 60 90
Theta - degrees

Figure 1.13 Comparison of far-field patterns calculated with and without probe
correction from 1.28 m spherical near-field data. Rectangular probe,
cross polarization, 4 - 0° cut.

Effect of Probe Correction on
Spherical Measurements

Cross-Pol, Phi = 90
Rectangular Probe
Radius = 1.28 m

With Probe Correction
- - Wt No Probe Correction

co

I '

-30 0 30 6'0

Figure 1.14 Comparison of far-field patterns calculated with and without probe
correction from 1.28 m spherical near-field data. Rectangular probe,
cross polarization, 9 0 ', cut.
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Effect of Probe Correction on
Spherical Measurements

Cross-Pal, Phi = 0
Rectangular Probe
Radius = 3.79 m

E f

00

m

With Probe Correction
---- No Probe Correction

to

-90 -60 -30 0 3,0 6,0 9'0

Theta - degrees

Figure 1.15 Comparison of far-field patterns calculated with and without probe
correction from 3.79 m spherical near-field data. Rectangular probe,
cross polarization, 4- 0* cut.

Effect of Probe Correction on

Spherical Measurements
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Rectangular Probe
o -Radius = 3.79 rn

With Probe Correction

-' - ---- N rbe C re to

03

-90 -60 -30 0 30 60 F 0

Theta - degrees

Figure 1.16 Comparison of far-field patterns calculated with and without probe
correction from 3.79 m spherical near-field data. Rectangular probe,
cross polarization, - 90° cut.
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Multiple Reflection Test

o Cross-Pol, Phi = 90
Cylindrical Probe

C

, R = 1.612 m
m ------ R = 1.634 m

0

00)

-6o -3' 0 3'0 6,0 9,C
Theta - degrees

Figure 1.17 Comparison of far-field patterns calculated from near-field data
acquired at two radii separated by A/4. Probe-corrected, circular
probe, cross polarization, 0 - 900 cut.

Multiple Reflection Test

Cross-Pol. Phi = 90
Rectangular Probe

-R =1,629 m
- ------- R = 1,652 m

V 0

Ef I

<

0

'-90 -60 -o 0 30 60 9,0
Theta - degr s

Figure 1.18 Comparison of far-field patterns calculated from near-field data
acquired at two radii separated by A/4. Probe-corrected, rectangular
probe, cross polarization, 4 - 90 ° cut.
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Effect of Higher Order Probe Modes
on Probe Correction

Co-Pol. Phi - 0
Cylindrical Probe

0
o

o - 17 modes
--- .. 3 modes

I mode

0
I.
4-

0
El

- 0 -30 0 30 6
Theto - degrees

Figure 1.19 Probe-corrected far-field patterns comparing results obtained with
N1 =1 , 3, and 17. Circular probe, scan radius - 1.28 m, main polariza-
tion, 0° cut.

Effect of Higher Order Probe Modes
on Probe Correction

Cross-Pol, Phi = 0
Cylindrical Probe

0

(0
-17 modes

-------------------------------3 modes
1 mode

-060 -30 0 3 0 9
Theta - degrees

Figure 1.20 Probe-corrected far-field patterns comparing results obtained with
NP =1, 3, and 17. Circular probe, scan radius - 1.28 m, cross polar-

ization, 0 = 0* cut.
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Effect of Higher Order Probe Modes
on Probe Correction

o Cross-Pol, Phi = 90
Cylindricol Probe

C

_ , - 17 modes
------. 3 modes

1 mode
m

q-

'a
V

-90 0 '0 0 '30 60 90
Theta - degrees

Figure 1.21 Probe-corrected far-field patterns comparing results obtained with
NP - 1, 3, and 17. Circular probe, scan radius - 1.28 m, cross polar-
ization, 4-90* cut.

Effect of Higher Order Probe Modes
on Probe Correction

Co-Pol, Phi = 0
Rectangular Probe

-- 17 modes
- 2 modes

moce

20C 1 4 °

-9 -30 0 30 6 0
Theta - degrees

Figure 1.22 Probe-corrected far-field patterns comparing results obtained with
Np = 1, 2, and 17. Rectangular probe, scan radius = 1.28 in, main

polarization, 0 - 0 ° cut.
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Effect of Higher Order Probe Modes
on Probe Correction

Cross-Pol, Phi = 0
Rectangular Probe

0

Co

I0 - 17 modes
2 modes
1 mode

'-90 -o -so '0 610 90
Theta - degrees

Figure 1.23 Probe-corrected far-field patterns comparing results obtained with
Np =1 , 2, and 17. Rectangular probe, scan radius - 1.28 m, cross

polarization, = 00 :ut.

Effect of Higher Order Probe Modes
on Probe Correction

Cross-Pol, Phi = 90
o Rectangular Probe

O- - 7modes
------ 2 modes

1 mode

- -30 0 30 60 90
et degr s.

Figure 1.24 Probe-corrected far-field patterns comparing results obtained with

NP = 1, 2, and 17. Rectangular probe, scan radius = 1.28 m, cross
polarization, k = 900 cut.
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2. PROBE PATTERN TRANSFORMATIONS

For a reciprocal probe, the receiving pattern r(k) is given in terms of

the far-field (transmitting) pattern t(k) by the relationship (see Chapter 9),
A 

2r(k) - S t(-k)/K K a0  (2-1)

where a0 is the amplitude of the incident wave in the feed, q. is the

characteristic admittance of the feed and Z0 - is the characteristic
,EQ

impedance of free space. The operator S , which produces a rotation of 1800

about the y-axis, is included since the receiving pattern is desired with the

probe pointed in the negative z-direction.

The far-field pattern is defined by the asymptotic formula

E(r) - t(r) exp(ikr)

(ikr) (2-2)

and may be expressed as an expansion in spherical harmonics:

tH (k) + t ik x X2-3)
t(k) = k) X X V2A

uI

(Spherical harmonics are defined according to Jackson [1, Chapter 16].)

Because

A *

S X (-k) - (-)P X (k) , (2-4)-y Li/ v,-/I

r is given by

k),- X - t ik XX (-5)

r ) =V k /E (2-
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The probes that are commonly used in spherical scanning can be oriented

so that the following symmetries apply:

tH E =0 if p is even

tH tH  (2-6)

tE - tE
V14 V,-/

Under these conditions the receiving pattern is directly proportional to the

far-field pattern:

A

r(k) = t(k)/K (2-7)
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3. THE PROBE AS AN IDEAL DIPOLE

3.1 Introduction

In spherical near-field scanning it is common to view a probe as an ideal

dipole which measures the electric field at the probe position. When the spin

angle X is 0, the probe is considered (by convention) to measure the 0

component of the incident electric field. When X = -90o, the probe is

considered to measure the 6 component of the incident electric field. For an

arbitrary probe, this assignment has no physical significance as long as probe

correction is employed correctly. However, for certain simple probes (usually

small) a dipole approximation may be very good. An open-ended rectangular

waveguide probe, for example, can give excellent results if it is treated as

an electric dipole centered in the aperture and directed parallel to the

shorter sides. On the other hand, theory and experiment indicate that the

open-ended rectangular waveguide probe is better approximated by a magnetic

dipole directed parallel to the longer sides. In these notes we compare the

description of a probe as an electric dipole with its description as a

perpendicularly oriented magnetic dipole. While as the measurement sphere

recedes to infinity the two points of view become equivalent, there can be

significant differences in the near field.

3.2 Spherical-Wave Expansions of the Transverse Fields

The transverse electric and magnetic fields may be written

E (r) T H fn(kr) Xn(r) + b E gn(kr) ir x Xnm(r)

nnm

H(r) b H Z 9Z g(kr) ir x X (r) + b E f (kr) X (r^)
run

where

(1) I dfn(x) = h (x) ix (X) [x fn(X)]
n n n ix d n
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Here, h n1(x) is a spherical Hankel function of the first kind and X nm(r) is

vector spherical harmonic. Jackson [1, Chapter 16] may be consuited for the

elementary properties of these functions.

3.3 The Electric-Dipole Probe

A

Consider an electric dipole located at r0z and directed in the y

direction. (This corresponds to the spin angle X - 00.) The probe is
A

positioned at r0 r - (r0,8,O) by first rotating it by an angle 9 about the

laboratory y axis followed by a rotation by an angle 0 about the laboratory z

axis. When positioned in this way, the dipole will point in the ; direction;

hence, the probe output will be W(r0 ,o,O,X-0
0 ) - E. Similarly, we may begin

AA

with the probe at r0z but directed in the x direction. (This corresponds to

the spin angle X = -900.) When the probe is positioned at r0 r as described

above, it will point in the 9 direction; hence, the probe output will be

(r0,,0,x=-90°) = E . Data taken in the two spin orientations can be

combined into a vector probe response

A A A A

W(r0r) - W(r0 ,,,X--90
0 ) 0 + W(r 0 ,o,6,X= 0 0) 0 - Et(r 0 r)

nHf (kr) X(r) + b gn(kro) ir x Xn(r) (3-2)

nm

With Eq (2) and the orthonormality of vector spherical harmonics, the

modal coefficients can be calculated in terms of the measured data:

b = 1A A A

bH  f W(r0 r) X*(r) drnm f n(kr 0) fn

(3-3)

A A A A

bE  I W(r0r) • [ir X Xn(r)] dr
nm gn (kr0 ) 0 m

3.4 The Magnetic-Dipole Probe

A A

Now consider a probe at r0z with X = 00 corresponding to a -x directed

magnetic dipole and X - -90o corresponding to a y direcLed magnetic dipole.

Following the conventions of Section 3.3 we may define a vector response
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A A A A A

W(r0 r) - H - Ht(r0 r) x r

= IO  gn(kro )  b fn(kro) ir x Xn(r)] (3-4)

Z 0 Z[nm g(r 0  * E nmj
run

Remember that the component of W Lorresponds to X - 0 and the 0 component

corresponds to X -900.

With Eq (4) and the orthonormality of vector spherical harmonics, the

modal coefficients can be calculated in terms of the measured data:

H Z 0 A .A A

run gn(kr0 ) f W(r0r) X nm*r) dr

(3-5)

Z A A
bE 0 i ( r)] dr

nm fn(kr0 ) fW(rr) •ir x Xnm dr

Equations (3) and (5) are quite similar in form but differ importantly in

the reversed roles of f and g. In the limit r0 -- ,

-n exp(ikr)
n n ikr

so that the fields calculated assuming an electric- or magnetic-dipole probe

are proportional. In the near field, on the other hand, the corresponding

coefficients can disagree appreciably, especially near the mode cutoff limit

kr0  ; n.

3.5 Numerical Results

The spherical near-field program was modified to reverse the roles of f

and g as described above. Near-field data acquired with the rectangular probe

were then processed using the modified program. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 are

contour plots of obtained from far fields calculated assuming that the

rectangular probe is an electric or magnetic dipole, respectively. As can be

seen, the lobes which appear in the off principal plane directions are much

reduced, from a peak of -20.5 dB to a peak of -33.3 dB. Thus we observe a

substantial improvement by modelling the rectangular guide by a magnetic

dipole, although evidence of the probe-induced cross-polarized lobes still
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is present. The co-polarization results are very similar for the two probe

models and are not shown.

If measurements are performed with no probe correction, one caution must

be observed. To minimize errors due to the tilt angle of the probe, the probe

should be aligned with the electrical polarization axis parallel to x or y in

the laboratory coordinate system. This does require that the probe be

calibrated prior to use rather than after use, as is often the case, so that

alignment can be made to the polarization axis rather than the mechanical

axis.

3.6 Conclusions

From the results presented, it is seen that the magnetic-dipole model

gives better results than the electric-dipole model for the rectangular

waveguide probe. This may be understood by observing that the pattern of the

magnetic dipole more closely approximates the pattern of the rectangular

waveguide.

For the examples presented, not using a probe correction is certainly

feasible as long as the cross-polarized data are not needed below about 30 dB.

Also, unless the probe is aligned so that the electrical axis is parallel to

the reference coordinate, we are likely to get poor results for cross

polarization near the main beam. (This may be a serious limitation for the

technique.)
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Figure 3.1 Contour plot of azimuth component of far-field pattern calculated
from near-field data using the electric-dipole model for the probe.
Rectangular probe, scan radius - 1.28 m. Contour levels, -21, -24, -27.

-30, -36, -42, -48, -54, -60, and -66 dB.
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Figure 3.2 Contour plot of azimuth component of far-field pattern calculated
from near-field data using the magnetic-dipole model for the probe.
Rectangular probe, scan radius,.- 1.28 m. Contour levels, -36, -42, -48.
-54, -60, and -66 dB.
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4. TESTING THE PROBE CORRECTION SOFTWARE BY SIMULATION

4.1 Introduction

Experimental verification of the probe correction software has been a

difficult task since, at least for the small probes employed so far, the probe

effect is difficult to separate from normal measurement uncertainties. As a

result, it is apparent that a more thorough test by simulation is desirable.

An analytical check will allow verification to full machine precision. In

addition, since there is no physical restriction on the size of the "minimum

sphere," the probe effect can be made relatively more important.

To test the probe correction software analytically we must be able to

compute the coupling between the test antenna and probe. This can be done

generally by one of the following two methods: (1) The coupling integral can

be computed numerically for each measurement orientation [2]; or, (2) the

coupling can be computed by applying a differential operator representation

for the probe [3]. Both approaches are computationally intensive. The former

is approximate since the integration range must be truncated. The latter

requires extensive symbolic manipulations. As a first attempt, we propose to

adopt a less general approach by restricting our attention to elemental dipole

probes which measure components of the electric and magnetic field.

When a dipole probe is located on the measurement sphere, the

transmission formula reduces to the ideal probe case; however, if the dipole

is offset from the measurement sphere, the result is nontrivial. The far-

field pattern of an offset dipole probe can be generated easily and the no-

probe correction program can be used to calculate the spherical mode expansion

coefficients. In turn these can be used to generate the translated probe

coefficients in the standard fashion, assuming reciprocity and rotating about

the laboratory y axis so the probe z axis points in the laboratory -z

direction. On the other hand, the offset probe still measures the field,

though at a location displaced from the actual measurement sphere. Armed with

the translated probe coefficients and the "measured" data we can then run the

spherical near-field scanning program to verify that the probe compensation is

correct.

Since an arbitrary A = ±1 probe can be uniformly approximated by an

endfire (radial) array of transverse dipoles [4], our approach is actually

quite general. Although not proposed as part of the present effort,

transverse displacement of the probe could be considered. This would allow
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simulation of the effects of higher order azimuthal dependence and evaluation

of methods of accounting for these terms in a more general probe correction

scheme.

4.2 The Far-Field Pattern of Elemental Electric and Magnetic Dipoles

In the limit r - c, the electric fields of elemental dipoles are given

by the asymptotic expressions

*1AA

n10 (r) pH (z,r) exp(ikr)10 ikr

Ll(r) - T i (x r) ± H exp(ikr) (4-1)-l± 2 ikr

nl, = ir x ml,

where

HA A A Ap ( - n x r (4-2)

A

is the far-electric-field pattern of a n directed magnetic dipole. The far-

electric-field pattern of an n directed electric dipole is given by

A A A H A A A A

p (n,r) = ir x p nr - n ( - rr) (4-3)

When p = ±, the elemental fields are circularly, rather than linearly

polarized.

A transverse dipole probe can be expressed as a superposition of x and v

directed dipoles. For reference we give the spherical harmonic expansions and

polar coordinate forms:

H A A *A A
x,r) - [ (r) - X] _(r) [ sino 9 + coso cos- 0]

(4-'4)

H I 3 +p()-- l(r + X1 _lr)] - - [-cosO 9 + cosd sine ]
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Let

^A A

n - -sinx0 x + cosx 0 y (4-5)

where X0 is measured in the positive sense from the y axis (laboratory

coordinates), The far-field patterns

H H A A H A A
H (X0 ,r) - -sinx0 p (x,r) + cosx 0 p (y,r)

(4-6)
A A A

p (X 0 ,r) - ir x p (xo,r)

represent arbitrarily oriented transverse dipoles. When Xo - 00, the dipoles

are y directed (vertical in the laboratory coordinate system). When

X0 = -90°, the dipoles are x directed. Although we have stayed with linear

polarization, elliptical polarization could be incorporated by including a

relative phase component between the x and y directed dipole components.

The final degree of freedom we allow the probe is a translation in the z

direction. This introduces higher order multipoles while still preserving the

= ±1 character. Consider a translation of pz where p may be positive or

negative. The far-field dipole patterns are

H H
pH(p,x0,r) - p (xor) exp(-ikpcos8)

(4-7)
p (PX 0,r) = ir x p (P,X0 ,r)

The far field patterns of Eq (7) may be expanded in spherical harmonics to get

H,E HA HE AA 8
p (PX0,r) - T T B BW(PXo) Xnm(r) + C X) ir x X(r) (4-8)

n-l m--i

The prime (') indicates that m - 0 is not included in the summation. While

the coefficients B and C can be computed analytically using translation

formulas for the dipole case, this basically repeats the procedure used in

calculating the translated probe coefficients. It is preferable and probably

easier to generate a sampled far field from Eq (7) and compute the

coefficients numerically using the well-tested, no-probe correction program.

Of course the sampling criteria and the number of multipoles must be computed
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as they would be for an antenna with a minimum sphere of radius p. The

degenerate cases given in Eq (4) can be used to check the procedure.

(Nevertheless, to provide a further comparison, we have created a stand-alone

program to calculate the coefficients directly from the translation formulas.

See Chapter 5.)

4.3 The Receiving Pattern

For a reciprocal antenna

A A

r'(k) - t(-k)/K , K - if31/2 , (4-9)

where r' and t are the receiving and far-field (transmitting) patterns of our

probe. The choice of K ensures that the probe is "calibrated" to measure

field strength.

To orient the probe correctly for spherical scanning, it must be rotated

by 1800 about the laboratory y axis (see Chapter 2)

r(k) - S r'(k) , (4-10)-y

where S is the appropriate rotation matrix. Since-y
A A

Xnm (-r) = ()m X m(r) (4-11)-y unn,-m '

we have from Eq (8)

Go 1
HE (1 I' [H E H,E **(k)B -

E  XLn m (k) - Cn E  ir x Xn(k )1  (4-12)rX )-k) Lnmn,-m m

n-l m--1

Dependence on p and Xo has been suppressed in Eq (12). As a check, for a y

directed electric dipole or an x directed magnetic dipole,

A EA

r HE(k) - p H (k)/K

while for an x directed electric dipole or a y directed magnetic dipole,

rHE(k) - -pH,m(3k)/K
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The coefficients of the vector spherical harmonics in Eq (12) are the

input data for the translated probe coefficient program.

4.4 The Probe Response

We have created a probe with a minimum sphere of radius IPI which we will

scan on a measurement sphere of radius ro > Ipl. Because of the construction

of this probe it is apparent that it actually measures the field strength on a

sphere of radius ro -p:

WH(rO0,,x-O°) = sinXo iZoH 0 (ro-p,e,0) + cosXo iZoH (ro-p,0,) (4-13)

WH(r0 ,,6,X--90°) = cosxo iZoH6(ro-p,0,0) - sinxo iZoH (ro-p,0,0) (4-14)

W E(r 0 ,k,9,X=00) = sinxo E 9 (ro-p,0,0) + cosxo E (ro-p,0,0) (4-15)

wE (r 0 ,O,8,X--90 0 ) = cosxo EO(ro-p,8,O) - sinxo E (ro-p,6,O) (4-16)

Equations (13) through (16) follow from Eqs (2), (3), (9), and (10). The spin

angle X should not be confused with X0 , which is an alignment parameter built

into the probe definition. Modal expansions for E and iZoH can be written as

follows:

L~) [bHm (r) +b En (r)] (4-17)
nm

iZ 0 H(r) -= [ n (r) + b E a (r)I (4-18)
r~m r ~ rim nm

nm

4.5 Summary of the Algorithm

The major steps in the probe simulation test are given here:

(1) Use Eq (7) to create the far field of the desired offset probe,

-ro < p < ro . Abide by the sampling theorem for a minimum sphere of

radius p.
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(2) Use the program (without probe compensation) to find the coefficients

of the vector spherical harmonic expansion Eq (8).

(3) Obtain the coefficients of the receiving pattern as given in Eq (12).

(4) Calculate translated probe coefficients for the offset probe using

the existing program.

(5) Calculate the "measured" data with Eqs (13)-(16).

(6) Run the program (with probe compensation). The probe correction

should become severe when p approaches ro .

4.6 Numerical Results

A verification of the probe correction software was undertaken using the

test outlined in the previous section. A program was written which calculates

the far-field pattern of the offset dipole as given in Eq (7). The far-field

pattern for a y directed dipole located 25 cm from the origin along the z axis

was calculated and used as input to program SPHERE which calculates the

transmitting coefficients of this translated dipole. The coefficients which

were calculated are shown in Figure 4.1. The 31 modes calculated are

sufficient to completely describe the translated dipole. These coefficients

are then used as input to the probe translation program TRPRCF which

calculates the coefficients for a probe which is translated back to the true

measurement sphere. These coefficients were compared to those calculated

analytically in Chapter 5. Agreement between the two techniques was to

machine accuracy. Near-field data obtained with the rectangular probe were

used to calculate spherical modes with a maximum n - 87. From these modes a

new near-field was calculated for the same radius as the original data which

was then used as the hypothetical measured data. The probe coefficients which

were calculated for the offset dipole were then used for probe correction

using a measurement radius of 152.95 cm (the sum of the true measurement

radius of 127.95 and the 25 cm offset). The geometry is illustrated in

Figure 4.2.

Results of this procedure are given in Figures 4.3 to 4.6. The probe

correction applied to the shifted radius data agrees extremely well with the

no-probe correction results calculated for 127.95 cm. For comparison, we also
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show the results when no probe correction is employed but a radius of 152.95

cm is used for the calculation.

4.7 Conclusions

The probe correction correctly accounts for the offset dipole, whereas

the incorrect radius with no probe correction gives grossly incorrect results.

The uncorrected results illustrate the expected effect of neglecting the

correction in severe cases, such as broadening of the main beam and null

filling. In contrast to the probe correction observed in Chapter 1 on real

data, the effect of probe correction is clearly present and correctly accounts

for the radius shift, with the difference between the actual 127.95 cm and

r: be corrected 152.95 cm results being essentially undetectable.

A directive probe can be simulated by an endfire array of dipoles. It is

sufficient to demonstrate that a single shifted dipole properly accounted for

with probe correction correctly produces the far-field pattern of the test

antenna. Since the contribution of each element of the dipole array will

produce a correct far-field pattern, the sum of these patterns will, since the

mathematical process is linear, still be the correct pattern.

The test of the probe correction algorithm and its implementation in the

programs SPHERE and TRPRCF is thus deemed to be successful.
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Figure 4.1 Mode amplitudes for a y directed electric dipole offset 25 cm in
the +z direction. Normalization is such that amplitude of tE0±l is -3 dB
for the dipole at the origin.

DroeProbe

\,,e

'_0

Figure 4.2 Geometry of the shifted dipole test. The actual scan radius was
127.95 cm. The dipole was thus offset 25 cm from the fictitious radius
of 152.95 cm.
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Figure 4.3 Comparison of far-field patterns calculated from data acquired at

127.95 cm and calculated assuming that (a) radius = 152.95 cm (dotted

line), (b) radius = 152.95 cm but with probe correction (solid line),

and (c) radius - 127.95 cm (dashed line). Main polarization, * =

cut.

Probe Correction Simulation
Co-Pol, Phi = 90

... No Correction
- Shifted dipole probe
--- Oipole probe

0

E l'
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Figure 4.4 Comparison of far-field patterns calculated from data acquired at

127.95 cm and calculated assuming that (a) radius = 152.95 cm (dotted

line), (b) radius - 152.95 cm but with probe correction (solid line).

and (c) radius = 127.95 cm (dashed line). Main polarization, 4 - 900

cut.
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Figure 4.5 Comparison of far-field patterns calculated from data acquired at
127.95 cm and calculated assuming that (a) radius = 152.95 cm (dotted
line), (b) radius - 152.95 cm but with probe correction (solid line),
and (c) radius - 127.95 cm (dashed line).- Cross polarization, =

cut.
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Figure 4.6 Comparison of far-field patterns calculated from data acquired at
127.95 cm and calculated assuming that (a) radius - 152.95 cm (dotted
line), (b) radius - 152.95 cm but with probe correction (solid line).
and (c) radius = 127.95 cm (dashed line). Cross polarization, 0 = 90'
cut.
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5. SPHERICAL-WAVE EXPANSIONS FOR TRANSLATED DIPOLES

5.1 Theory

We consider the translation of a transverse electric or magnetic dipole

in the z direction. For r > p > 0 [5]

A VAa (3) (r T p z) " B(vmlnm ;±PZ) =(3 (r) + C(Ymjnm;±pz) n (3 (r) (5-1)

A A A (3)
n(3)(r T pz) = LB(Vmlnm;zPZ) n(3) (r) + C(vmlnm;±pz) m (3)(r) (5-2)nm ' Vm Vm'

where n 1 1 and m = ±1. The upper and lower signs correspond to translation

in the positive and negative z directions, respectively, and p is defined as

the magnitude of the displacement (p > 0).

The coefficients B(vmlnm;pz) and C(vmlnm;pz) are given by

A L 2 - v(v+l) - n(n+l) pA

B(vmln;pz )  - v 3)
2 Iv(v+l)n(n+l)

A impP

C(vmlnm;pz) - - imk l A(vmlnm;pz) (5-4)
I v(v+l)n(n+l)

A(vmlrun;pz) = (-)m 4 i- v+n Yi j2a+l a(a0jv,-mnm) j a(kp) , p > 0
at (5-5)

a(a0jv,jin,±l) - a(a+l) - v(v+l) - n(n+l) a(a0jv0n0) (5-6)
2Av(v+l)n(n+l)

For displacement in the negative z direction use the relations

A(vmlnm;-pz) - (-)v A(vmrim;pz) (5-7)

B(vmjnm;-pz) - (-)u+n B(vmlnm;pz) (5-8)

A A

C(vmlnm;-pz) = -(-)v+n C(vmlnm;pz) (5-9)
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In terms of a(aOlvOnO)

B(vllll;pz) = B(v,-l1l,-l;pz)

- 4z"(vil) Li {ctl  [a(a+l) - v(v+l) 2]2 a(aOjvOlO) j (kp) (5-10)

A A

C(vllll;pz) - . G(v,-lll,-l;pz)

if 2vrv+ a L+ T2a+ [a(a+il) - v(v+l) - 2] a(aOlv010) kp j (kp) (5-11)"2v(v+l) Z a

Since a+v+l must be even, the B's will be real and the C's will be imaginary.

There are only two nonzero terms in the sum; they correspond to a = v+l and

a = v-i. From Table 6.1

a(v-l,OIvOlO) - v 4V1(2-)(2v+l) (5-12)

a(v+l,O010) - (v+t) j4(2i+l)(2v+3) (5-13)

Finally, we have (p > 0)

A

B(vllll;pz) - B(v,-1l,-l;pz)

- 1[-V j (kp) + (v+l) jl(kp) (5-14)

A A

C(vlIll;pz) - - C(v,-ljl,-1;pz)

i 3

- - 2 2 kp [j 1 (kp) + j (kp)]

= - ! 13(2v+I) j,(kp) (5-15)

These formulas check with general asymptotic expressions [5] for the

translation coefficients.
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For our application we are interested mainly in obtaining the vector

spherical harmonic expansion of the far field of a translated dipole. We have

A exp(ikr) (5-16)

,i ~(r) (tA)(r) ikr

, )-(r) x t (r) exikr) (5-17)

with

t~1()- I-wA A A A A

[B(v,±il,±l;pz) X + C(P,±lIl,±l;pz) ir x X,±(r)]

(5-18)

For x and y directed magnetic dipoles

t , till (5-19)

i

t? - [t+l + till (5-20)

If dipole far field is represented as

t'(r) [ X VA(r) + C ir x X (r)] , (5-21)
vv v

then we have:

(1) Magnetic dipole, x directed

B -B i-v B(vllll;pz)

(5-22)
Ci C . - _-1 i-' C(vllll;pz)C Vl - C'l 12Z

v,-l4
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(2) Magnetic dipole, y directed

i -L V
B - B - -- i B(vllll;pz)v,-i

(5-23)

CV1 - - C 1 - - i C(vllll;pz)

(3) Electric dipole, x directed

BI i V C(vlIll;pz)A
v,-l1

(5-24)

C - - C - - - i v B(vllll;pz)

(4) Electric dipole, y directed

i1.- ^

BV1 - - B - - i. C(vllll;pz)v,-i2

(5-25)

Cv - C - - i B(vllll;pz)
Li,-i

Expressions for a displacement in the negative z direction follow from Eqs

(22) through (25),(8), and (9).

A listing of a Pascal program, which calculates the coefficients in Eqs (22)

through (25), may be found in the NIST Internal Report 3955. Representative

output for kz = 10 is given in Tables 5.1 through 5.4.
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Table 5.1 Expansion coefficients for the far-field pattern of an x directed

magnetic dipole on the z axis, kz - 10 (see Eqs (5-21) and (5-22)).

Nu B(Nu,I) C(Nu,1)

1 -i 6.60248 28489 50692 46E-2 8.32267 59967 30105 50E-2

2 8.60999 36288 15349 90E-2 -i 1.06726 74407 94977 15E-1

3 -i 1.45477 96134 36174 74E-1 6.39905 82502 21619 83E-2

4 - 5.03346 08740 67401 85E-3 -i 1.93979 90313 26956 72E-1

5 -i 1.58057 28870 41234 05E-1 - 1.12791 12629 88448 94E-1

6 - 1.81570 63718 07568 78E-1 -i 9.82562 59272 52380 02E-2

7 i 8.26991 87592 27027 56E-2 - 2.68919 05813 00916 23E-1

8 - 3.26310 25112 85262 05E-2 i 3.17068 96749 96400 32E-1

9 i 9.47357 26873 73178 67E-2 2.67184 29937 41520 03E-1

10 9.95970 87484 41351 04E-2 -i 1.81297 76514 80810 73E-1

11 -i 7.48108 74271 28279 94E-2 - 1.04476 18784 84089 69E-1

12 - 4.56683 33279 96282 14E-2 i 5.27130 18483 89711 03E-2

13 i 2.38990 28098 49686 85E-2 2.37553 44340 12262 99E-2

14 1.10410 34950 67201 12E-2 -i 9.69887 19556 28861 67E-3

15 -i 4.58844 44084 57078 61E-3 - 3.62619 71961 04263 17E-3

16 - 1.73813 74419 47636 63E-3 i 1.25200 35565 35636 78E-3

17 i 6.06119 35233 64076 OIE-4 4.01920 97138 29737 22E-4

18 1.96085 07463 19153 51E-4 -i 1.20644 34991 61994 15E-4

19 -i 5.92182 88821 40788 16E-5 - 3.40230 57038 97834 83E-5

20 - 1.67818 36832 71975 83E-5 i 9.05134 98768 97675 79E-6
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Table 5.2 Expansion coefficients for the far-field pattern of a y directed

magnetic dipole on the z axis, kz - 10 (see Eqs (5-21) and (5-23)).

Nu B(Nu,I) C(Nu,1)

1 - 6.60248 28489 50692 46E-2 -i 8.32267 59967 30105 50E-2

2 -i 8.60999 36288 15349 90E-2 - 1.06726 74407 94977 15E-1

3 - 1.45477 96134 36174 74E-1 -i 6.39905 82502 21619 83E-2

4 i 5.03346 08740 67401 85E-3 - 1.93979 90313 26956 72E-1

5 - 1.58057 28870 41234 05E-1 i 1.12791 12629 88448 94E-1

6 i 1.81570 63718 07568 78E-1 - 9.82562 59272 52380 02E-2

7 8.26991 87592 27027 56E-2 i 2.68919 05813 00916 23E-1

8 i 3.26310 25112 85262 05E-2 3.17068 96749 96400 32E-1

9 9.47357 26873 73178 67E-2 -i 2.67184 29937 41520 03E-1

10 -i 9.95970 87484 41351 04E-2 - 1.81297 76514 80810 73E-1

11 - 7.48108 74271 28279 94E-2 i 1.04476 18784 84089 69E-1

12 i 4.56683 33279 96282 14E-2 5.27130 18483 89711 03E-2

13 2.38990 28098 49686 85E-2 -i 2.37553 44340 12262 99E-2

14 -i 1.10410 34950 67201 12E-2 - 9.69887 19556 28861 67E-3

15 - 4.58844 44084 57078 61E-3 i 3.62619 71961 04263 17E-3

16 i 1.73813 74419 47636 63E-3 1.25200 35565 35636 78E-3

17 6.06119 35233 64076 O1E-4 -i 4.01920 97138 29737 22E-4

18 -i 1.96085 07463 19153 51E-4 - 1.20644 34991 61994 15E-4

19 - 5.92182 88821 40788 16E-5 i 3.40230 57038 97834 83E-5

20 i 1.67818 36832 71975 83E-5 9.05134 98768 97675 79E-6
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Table 5.3 Expansion coefficients for the far-field pattern of an x directed

electric dipole on the z axis, kz - 10 (see Eqs (5-21) and (5-24)).

Nu B(Nu,1) C(Nu,1)

1 8.32267 59967 30105 50E-2 -i 6.60248 28489 50692 46E-2

2 -i 1.06726 74407 94977 15E-1 8.60999 36288 15349 90E-2

3 6.39905 82502 21619 83E-2 -i 1.45477 96134 36174 74E-1

4 -i 1.93979 90313 26956 72E-1 - 5.03346 08740 67401 85E-3

5 - 1.12791 12629 88448 94E-1 -i 1.58057 28870 41234 05E-1

6 -i 9.82562 59272 52380 02E-2 - 1.81570 63718 07568 78E-1

7 - 2.68919 05813 00916 23E-1 i 8.26991 87592 27027 56E-2

8 i 3.17068 96749 96400 32E-I - 3.26310 25112 85262 05E-2

9 2.67184 29937 41520 03E-1 i 9.47357 26873 73178 67E-2

10 -i 1.81297 76514 80810 73E-1 9.95970 87484 41351 04E-2

11 - 1.04476 18784 84089 69E-1 -i 7.48108 74271 28279 94E-2

12 i 5.27130 18483 89711 03E-2 - 4.56683 33279 96282 14E-2

13 2.37553 44340 12262 99E-2 i 2.38990 28098 49686 85E-2

14 -i 9.69887 19556 28861 67E-3 1.10410 34950 67201 12E-2

15 - 3.62619 71961 04263 17E-3 -i 4.58844 44084 57078 61E-3

16 i 1.25200 35565 35636 78E-3 - 1.73813 74419 47636 63E-3

17 4.01920 97138 29737 22E-4 i 6.06119 35233 64076 O1E-4

18 -i 1.20644 34991 61994 15E-4 1.96085 07463 19153 51E-4

19 - 3.40230 57038 97834 83E-5 -i 5.92182 88821 40788 16E-5

20 i 9.05134 98768 97675 79E-6 - 1.67818 36832 71975 83E-5
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Table 5.4 Expansion coefficients for the far-field pattern of a y directed

electric dipole on the z axis, kz - 10 (see Eqs (5-21) and (5-25)).

Nu B(Nu,l) C(Nu,1)

1 -i 8.32267 59967 30105 50E-2 - 6.60248 28489 50692 46E-2

2 - 1.06726 74407 94977 15E-1 -i 8.60999 36288 15349 90E-2

3 -i 6.39905 82502 21619 83E-2 - 1.45477 96134 36174 74E-1

4 - 1.93979 90313 26956 72E-1 i 5.03346 08740 67401 85E-3

5 i 1.12791 12629 88448 94E-1 - 1.58057 28870 41234 05E-1

6 - 9.82562 59272 52380 02E-2 i 1.81570 63718 07568 78E-1

7 i 2.68919 05813 00916 23E-I 8.26991 87592 27027 56E-2

8 3.17068 96749 96400 32E-1 i 3.26310 25112 85262 05E-2

0 -i 2.67184 29937 41520 03E-1 9.47357 26873 73178 67E-2

10 - 1.81297 76514 80810 73E-1 -i 9.95970 87484 41351 04E-2

11 i 1.04476 18784 84089 69E-1 - 7.48108 74271 28279 94E-2

12 5.27130 18483 89711 03E-2 i 4.56683 33279 96282 14E-2

13 -i 2.37553 44340 12262 99E-2 2.38990 28098 49686 85E-2

14 - 9.69887 19556 28861 67E-3 -i 1.10410 34950 67201 12E-2

15 i 3.62619 71961 04263 17E-3 - 4.58844 44084 57078 61E-3

16 1.25200 35565 35636 78E-3 i 1.73813 74419 47636 63E-3

17 -i 4.01920 97138 29737 22E-4 6.06119 35233 64076 01E-4

18 - 1.20644 34991 61994 15E-4 -i 1.96085 07463 19153 51E-4

19 i 3.40230 57038 97834 83E-5 - 5.92182 88821 40788 16E-5

20 9.05134 98768 97675 79E-6 i 1.67818 36832 71975 83E-5
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6. PRODUCTS OF SPHERICAL HARMONICS

6.1 Introduction

The major intent of these notes is to develop the following formulas for

the expansion of scalar products of spherical harmonics:

A A
Yv/(r) Y nm(r) - a(ap+m1Ypnm) Y ,1+m(r) (6-1)

a

XVA(r) * Xnm(r) - b(a,+mvnm) Ya,,+m (6-2)

^b ̂  ^ l Ynm ,+(r)a

ir x X (r) • Xrn(r) = c(a,A+mvnm) Yaju+m (r) (6-3)

where jv - ni _< a _< v + n. In Eqs (1) and (2), the coefficients are 0 when

a + v + n is odd. In Eq (3), the coefficients are 0 when a + v + n is even.

(Other coefficients may be 0; for example, when JA + ml > a or in the
A A

expansion of ir x X n(r) - X n(r) - 0.) Notation for spherical harmonics

follows Jackson [1, Chapters 3 and 16].

In Sections 6.2 to 6.4 we establish the form of Eqs (1) through (3) by a

straightforward inductive process which leads to simple (but cumbersome)

recursion formulas for calculating the coefficients. In Section 6.5 we

summarize the results of a more sophisticated approach yielding practical

formulas for computation. Several useful expansions of vector products of

spherical harmonics are given in Section 6.6.

A

6.2 Expansion of Y L(r) Y nm(r)

Scalar spherical harmonics are given by the formulas

Y n(r) - (-)m Kn (x/r + iy/r)m P' n(z/r) m > 0

(6-4)
A ) * A

r)- (r) Ynm (r)
n,m
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where

2n+l (n-m)!Knm 4r (n+m)!

P(m)(x) -d m (x
n dx m n

Since the Legendre polynomial P n(x) is an nth order polynomial in x, Y r 0

when m > n.

The fact that a + v + n must be even in Eq (1) can be verified by using

the inversion symmetry

A A

Ynm(r) _ (_)n Ynm(r) (6-5)

which follows from Eq (4). If both sides of Eq (1) are to have the same

parity, then

(- +n a o -a+L/+n(-)v~ - (_)= or (-) +~n- 1.

If the number of terms in Eq (1) is finite, it is easy to show using

Eq (4) that the highest order term must correspond to a - u + n:

G G
a(v+n,p+mlvpnm) - G " (6-6)

where 
v+n,A+m

where

G -K (2n)!
rim nm n! (n-m)!

Note that G - G
n,-m nm
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When a - Iv - ni, the coefficient can be calculated as follows:

A A A A

a(lv-nj,p+mjvpnm) Y r) Y n(r) dr

0 , Iv-ni < jp + ml (6-7a)

- (.m f * ( Y-nm m
v,I(r) Yv-n,-p-m(r) (r) dr ()m G nI

v ;> n (6-7b)

t A A A A G C ,+ G vf " ,m (r)  .-VUm (r ) Y Vy(r) ^rGn
- ()P Y* Y~r ~ r r) dr -) pGn-v j+m G v 

.

~'Jn,-' n-v, -pr pGn

v _< n (6-7c)

The smallest value of a allowed in Eq (1) is a = v nj . Otherwise, from

Eq (7b), we see that a term with a = Iv - ni - I in the expansion of
A A

Y (r) Y (r) would imply the existence of a term with a = v in the expansion
I/JU flfi A

of Yv-nrl,-A-m ( r ) Ynm(r).

Using Eqs (6) and (7) we can write down the low-order expansions

Y00 Ynm 1Y nm (6-8)

and for n > 1

G n-l,m-i G G
YI,-I Ym = G r n-l, m-i + ll Yn+lm- (6-9a)

G n -lm-l Gn+lG run lm-

= Gn-l'm GIO _IO__nm (6- 9b)
YI =+ Gn I  Yn
n10 rm G Yn- n+lilm

Gn-l,m+l G1 GII Gnm

1 1 nm G Y n-l.m+l n+l ,m+1 n+l,m+l

Equations (9), which are equivalent to elementary recursion formulas for the

Legendre functions, are written explicitly in Table 6.1.
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A A
Table 6.1 Y l(r) Ynm(r) - ja(M+mjllnm) Y ,

a

3(n+m-I)(n+m) + 3 (n-r+l)(n-m+2)
1,-i Ynm - 87r(2n-l)(2n+l) n-lm-l 8ir(2n+l)(2n+3) n+l,m-l

- 3(n-m)(n+m) + nl(n+3l) Y
0 Ynm - 4ir(2n-l)(2n+l) n-l,m 47r(2n+l)(2n+3) n+lm

Y 3(n-m-l)(n-m) + 3(n+m+l)(n+m+2)
11 Ynm - 8(2n-l)(2n+l) n-l,m+l 8ir(2n+l)(2n+3) Yn+l,m+l

Consider the product Y ,0Y nm We see from Eqs (8) and (9b) that Eq (1)

holds when v' = 1 or 0. Now, we show that if

A A A

Y'o(r) Ynm( r) = ja(amv'0nm) Y m(r) (6-1C)

a

for all n and m when v' s v-l, then Eq (10) also holds for v' - v.

We expand the product Yl0Y l,0Yn in two ways to get

Y 1 0YV 1 ,0 Yn = [a(vOjlO,v-l,O) YVO + a(v-2,0[l0,v-l,0) Yv2,0 ]Ynm

= Y [a(n+l,mllOnm) Y n+l,m a(n-lmll0rI)Yw-l,O0 n+ln anlml n-n

Thus,

a(vOllOv-lO) Yvo Ynm

- a(n+lmjlOnm) Y-,0 Y n + a(n-l,mlOn) Yv-,0 Yn-l,m

- a(v-2,0110,v-l,O) Y Y (6-11)Sv-2,0 (611

By hypothesis, the products on the right side of Eq (11) can be expanded using

Eq (10). Therefore, Eq (11) provides a means for calculating the coefficients

and ierifying the basic properties of the expansion of Yvo Y  . That is.rim

there are no terms with a + v + n odd, a > v + n or a < Iv - ni. When

v-n > 1, there is a potential difficulty. In this case, if v-n > Iml + 1,
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there will be terms in Y on the right side of Eq (11). For these tov-n-2 ,m

cancel, we must have

a(n+l,mjlnm) a(v-n-2,mjv-l,0,n+l,m)

= a(v-2,0110,v-l,0) a(v-n-2,mjv-2,Onm),

a fact easily verified using Eqs (6) and (7b). (Alternatively, we could have

included the hypothesis v : n without loss of generality.)

In establishing Eq (1) for p - 0, the raising and lowering operators are

most useful:

+

L± Y A- Y (6-12)
±rn runnm~

where

L+ L iL L = -ir x V

+

A- -(nTm)(n±i+l)
nm

Consider the product Y L Y . We have established that Eq (1) holdsV'rim"

when 0' = 0. Now, we show that if

A*A

YVA(r) Ynm(r) - a(amlvp' nm) yaM,,+m(r) (6-13)

for all v, n and m when M-1 t A' ! 0, then Eq (13) is valid for A' = A, as

well. Apply the raising operator to Y Y run to get

(Y,-i Yn A + + + Y
L+ (YUl V,- I - 1 YA nn nm v,ji-I n,m+l

- ' ~ +m-i a(a,p+m-ljv,A-l,nm) Y
a a,j aUm-1c, A+m

or
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+y
A + Y Yv-1 L/,U run

= L , +m-i a(a,b+m-lJv,-l,nm) Y - A + Y (n,m+l6-14)

Equation (14) provides a means for calculating the coefficients and verifying

the basic properties of the expansion of Yvp Y nm (As a check, Eq (14) can be

used to derive Eq (9c) from Eq (9b).)

A similar argument using the lowering operatot can be applied when A is

negative. On the other hand, we can take the complex conjugate of Eq (13) and

use the symmetry

* m
Y M(-) Y (6-15)
nm n,-m

At this point Eq (1) has been established inductively. The coefficients

can be determined from Eqs (11) and (14).

^ A

6.3 Expansion of X1 (r) Xnm (r)

The identity

Iv(v+l)n(n+l) X X [L2 - v(v+l) - n(n+l)] Y Y (6-16)

can be obtained by evaluating L 2(Y v Ynm) . Equation (16) is dependent on the
differential equation

L2 Y = n(n+l) Y (6-17)

and the definition

Xnm L Yn/In(n+l).(6-18)

The expansion Eq (2) is easily obtained when Eq (1) is substituted into

Eq (16). We find that

b(a,p I-mJ v/nm) = a(a+i) - v(v+l) - n(n+l) a(a,/I+mlvpnm) (6-19)
2 v(v+l)n(n+l)

Equations (2) for v = i are written explicitly in Table 6.2.
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A AA

Table 6.2 k.,(r) -X (r) - ZIb (, M+nI snm) Y a , ,mr
a

m-1)n1m Y 1 + (nm1)(n-in+2)
Xl,-* Xn = 7r(2-1)2(2nl) nl~m 1  87r(2n+l)(2n+2)(2n+3) n+l,m-l

* - - m 1 + 3(n-rn+l)(n+rn+l)

X100 hm -j~r(2n-)2n(2n+l) n-l,rnm I4r(2n+l)(2n+2)(2n+3) lm

M-~ (n 1-) (n-rn) Y+ (n .n1)(n+xn+2) ~~~~

A *A

6.4 Expansion of ir x X VA(r) * h (r)

Using the definition Eq (18), we can easily establish Eq (3) for v = 1:

ir x Xl,(r) - X ()L Y M(20
(r) = rn(n+l) A. u

where

=-(L, + iL )/1-2 L 0 L L_ L (L -iL, )/J-V

With the help of Eq (12), the formulas Eq (20) have been written explicitly in

Table 6.3.

Table 6.3 ir x X..,(r) * X M(r) = ~ ,~l~m Y Ck+(r)

1jaM+mIl n) ,)r

ir x X 1 1-* X nm = 3(6rn~nf) Yn,m-1

.r x X * X =m-- m Y

10 ~ ~ ~ Ml ruYinnl u

ir "l X m 167n(n+l) n,m+l
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The expansion

Y X in(n+2) a(n+l,mll0nm) Xn+i, (n-l)(n+l) a(n-lmlOnm) X10 mru n+l n + ~ (nlnan - ml n Xnl,m

] 2 A

n(n~l) c(nmjl0nm) ir x X (6-21)

can be established by rearranging the orthogonality integrals for the

coefficients so that they correspond to our definitions of a and c. With

Eq (21) and the value of c(nml0nm) from Table 6.3, we find that

A ir x X X -a(v+lAlOPv) X+lV(V+l) VU nm V+l '+,u i

(L-l) (v-l) a(v-l,slOvp) X X + Y X - X (6-22)

V ' m 10 Li/I fll

The terms on the right side of Eq (22) may be expanded using Eqs (1) and (2).

We can verify that there are no terms with a + v + n even, a > v + n or

a < 1v - ni. (Equations (6), (7) and (19) can be used to show that terms with

a = v + n + 1 and a - Iv - ni - 1 cancel on the right side of Eq (22).) The

case A =0 must be treated separately: When A - m =0 , ir x X 0 • X 0 = 0 and

all of the c's are 0. Otherwise we can use Eq (22) (with vA and nm exchanged)

and the fact that

ir x X X = ir x X X
VA rnm fli LI/

6.5 Explicit Formulas for the Coefficients

In this section we will obtain explicit expressions for the coefficients

in Eqs (1) through (3):

a(a, A+mIvjrnm) = (_)p+m 1(2a+l)(2v+l)(2n+l)
41r

X I/n[-a v n (6-23)
X o 0 0) - M)

b(a,/+mlvpnm) = o+m (2a+l)(2v+l)(2n+l)
2 ji 4v(v+)n(n+l)

X [a(a+l) - v(v+l) -n(n+1)] a V ) n Lv n) (6-24)
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c(ap+mlvpnm) - - L(2a+l)(2v+l)(2n+l)l
2 4,rv(L+l)n(n+l)

x f[a2_ (v-n)2][(v+n+l)2 _ a2] (ajI1 L [ nJ _ a v (n (6-25)

Some basic properties of the 3-j symbols ( I/ n] are given in Section 6.8.

Equations (23) through (25) are contained implicitly in the work of Cruzan

[6], although he writes them awkwardly. Bruning and Lo [7], and others have

noted Eqs (23) and (24) but have apparently overlooked Eq (25). The relation

between Eqs (23) and (24) has already been demonstrated by elementary means in

Section 6.3.

Equation (23) is actually a special case of the Clebsch-Gordan series

discussed in Section 6.8 (see Eqs (57) through (59)). Slightly more work is

required for Eqs (24) and (25). We begin with polar expressions for the

spherical harmonics [3, 8]:

A A'A~r 2r+ + i n i d n

X -r) d 1 () + d (0) exp(imo) (6-26a)

^ ^ 0 + i n 0 i d n

ir X (r)d= -2 (0 )  2 d (0) exp(imo) (6-26b)
nm 12n7r ml 2 m 1 1l~)

The rotation functions dn (0) are generalizations of the associated Legendre

functions. From Eq (26) we have

X(2v+l)(2n+l) dv dn  dv n
nn = 8 [ m,-I + d-l dml] exp[i(A+m)O] (6-27a)

i =(2v+l)(2n+l) dV dn nirxX X 8 [ m , i ,- dml] exp[i(A+m)O] 6-27b)

The Clebsch-Gordan series Eq (58) can be used to obtain

dv dn

d,±I m,l exp i(A+m)o

A+M a V n] a L l n) 6-28)
j ()s+m Z m4(2a+l) ( i +1 1) m A m Y,. (6-+m28)
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Substitution of Eq (28) into Eq (27) leads to

b(a,A+mIvpnm) = (.)p+m 1(2a+l)(2v+l)(2n+l) I + ( +

X n a n) (-29)

x 1 ) - _, - M- m (6c(a,,U+mIVzpn) =()MU+M 1(2at+l)(2v.+l)(2n+l) [1 - (- -'LL-

where we have used the property (justified in Eqs (35) and (36)) that

IO ] a+v+nta v n]
-I 1 -)  O 1 -1 (6-31)

The symmetric expressions Eqs (29) and (30) clearly show that b is 0 if

a + v + n is odd and c is 0 if a + v + n is even.

To obtain Eqs (24) and (25) it is necessary to write the 3-j symbol

in terms of 3-j symbols with the three lower indices equal to 0 (which have

the simple closed-form expression Eq (64)). This may be done using

[ 
-(+1) -v(v+l) n(n+l) ] +(

1 )- + -v n ( -32 )

[O V n] [oL, n] I/ O n] -3

±(4a+2) ±i ± I - 1) ± I + +I (a+l I (6 "

and

+ 0 (6-34)

Cr= [  2 (/ n)22[(v+n+l)2 2

Equations (32) through (34) are special cases of the recursion formulas

Eqs (61) and (62) in Section 6.8.
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We find that when a + Y + n is even

1 a(a+l) v(v+l) - n(n+l) ( v (6-35)
2 _f Iv(L+l)n(n+l) 0 0 (6

while when a + Y + n is odd

1 [2 (v-n) 2][(v+n+l)2 _ ] a O 2 L'
2 A2v(v-rl)n(n+l) 0 (6-36)

Substitution of Eqs (35) and (36) into Eqs (29) and (30) yields Eqs (24)

and (25). For spherical near-field scanning, the simple case p = -m = +1 is

most important:

b(aOl,±lnTl) - 1(2a+l)(2v+l)(2n+l)A ~47

x a (+i) v(v+l) -n(n+l)] 2  n)2 -37

) 4v(v+l)n(n+l) 0 (6- 37)

c(a~lv,+l,n, l) = ± (2a+l)(2v+l)(2n+l)

j 41r

x 2 ()2] 2 -(v+n+l)2 (a I v n]2 (6-38)
4v (v+l)n(n+l) N 0 0

Equations (35) and (36) may also be written in terms of 6-j symbols:

When a + v + n is even,

i- - !(2v+l)(2n+l) (O v o{} (6-39)

and when a + v + n is odd,

0 i] 1(2v -)(2v+l)(2n+l) a v-1 n v-i a',

1 -1)+l 
-00 0n
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( I/ n 0b+l)(2n+l) (cI.I/ n { }-.)
0 -)(V+l) N 0 01 n i

Although these are special cases of a more general relationship between 3-j

and 6-j symbols [9, Eq (6.2.8)], we may regard Eqs (39) and (40) as

definitions. Explicit expressions, obtained by comparing Eqs (35) and (36)

with Eqs (39) and (40), agree with formulas for 6-j symbols given by Edmonds

[9, Table 5]. Equations (40a) and (40b) can be related by interchanging a and

v in one of them and using the fact that

0v 1 1  V (-'+'1_n(a+) c1 v n (, + v + n odd)

which follows from Eq (60).

With Eqs Q39) and (40), Eqs (29) and (30) become

b,~+fl~vj~nA+) = w-f a+l(ZAl2n)
41 (2v+l(2+l)(n+l)

(a v j I/ n (_,m  n] (6-41)

S0 0 0 ,I n m

c(=cx,pmLnm) - (.)A+m 2+l 2- (2v+l)(2n+l)

a V 1 na V n ( 6 -4 2 a )
(0 0 ) n f[-M m

c~ajrmv~nm)- -)'"m 2v+l a(20t-i) (2a+i)(2n+I)

, 4V v(v+l)

a - v n) (_,, Lm  n ] (6-42b)
0 0 0) n i --m )

Tough [10] gives the form Eq (42a) while Cruzan [6] gives Eq (42b). The

differenc between Eqs (42a) and (426) reflects the relationship

c(aBv, ) m +v+l) c(vIa,-6nm) (6-43)

which can be found from elementary manipulation of the integral definition
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~A A A * A

c(a# vunm) - r) ir x X (r) • X (r) dr

When m - - n, we have several useful summation formulas:

r 2n a(aOlv,-mnm) - 1(2v+l)(2n+l) ,6 mO (6-44)

1r m,± 6-5

-2 -l b (aO jv ,-m n m ) -  J 1r(2+l) (2n+l) 6 ,+i (6-45)

)12a+l c(aO lv,-mnm)- T A 167 6 ,+i (6-46)

These follow from Eqs (1) through (3) noting that on tile z axis

A 2n+ 1Y nm(z) - 4r o (6-47)

A 2n+l A A

Xn (Z) - 167- (x ± iy) 6m,4 I  (6-48)

Using Eq (23) we find that Eq (44) is equivalent to

Z(2a+D V n I/ n = (6-49)

a special case of the "orthogonality" relation Eq (66). If b and c are taken

from Eqs (29) and (30) then Eqs (45) and (46) also reduce to cases of Eq (66)

On the other hand, if we use Eqs (41) and (42) in Eqs (45) and (46), we find

formulas such as

Snn v~ n)(2a+l) ( 0 0) 0 _ m 1

- ().+n (1 J -n n (6-50)

which are further examples of general relationships between 3-j and 6-j

symbols [9, Eq (6.2.6)].
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6.6 Expansion of Vector Products

The useful expansions

X 1(r) x Xnm(r) - -i c(a' +mIvnm) Y ,p+m(r) r (6-51)

a

A A A A A

[ir x X j(r)] x Xnm(r) - -i b(a'"+mjv~nm) Y ,p+m(r) r (6-52)

a

A A Aii
Y (r) Xnm(r) -- v(v+l) + n(n+l) a(c,+mjvpnm) X f (, +r)

LaL 2jc(a+l)n(n+l)

(v+i) c(ap+mjvpnm) ir x X (r) (6-53)
a (a~~l) A~jsmj

follow easily from the definitions of the coefficients. Equation (53) is a

generalization of Eq (21).

6.7 Other Notations for Vector Spherical Harmonics

Danos and Maximon [11], James [8], and others use different definitions

for vector spherical harmonics. Many of these definitions are variants of

that used by Edmonds [9]. Edmonds' and Jackson's spherical harmonics are

related by the formulas [9, pp. 83-84]

X -Y
nm nrun

^ x n+l. n

i nm 2nl Y n,n-l,m 2n+l n,n+l,m (6-54)

r Y = n n+l yrim 2n+l n,n-lm 2n+l n,n+lm

and, con\ersely,
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Y -X
nnm rm

n+l I n 6-55)1n -l- - r x Xru + +1r Yn (6-5

2 n+l nm n+l ^  n
Yi A- - -ix A

Yn,n+l,m - 2n+l nm 2n+l rnm

Jackson's spherical harmonics are perhaps better suited to electromagnetics

since they facilitate division of the fields into radial and transverse

components.

6.8 The Clebsch-Gordan Series and the Wigner 3-j Symbols

Here we can only summarize some useful results. Details may be found in

References [9, 12-16].

Generalized spherical harmonics or rotation functions are defined by

, exp(-im) d,(0) exp(-im'x) , (6-56)

where dn ,(8) is a real function, n is nonnegative an? ..ay be integral or

half-integral,

n - 0, 1/2, 1, 3/2.....

and m and m' range over the values

-n, -n+l, -n+2, .... n.

Applications with nonintegral values of n rarely occur outside of quantum

mechanics.

A connection between the rotation functions and the scalar spherical

harmonics is

2n+l n*Y r)--2 + Dm0,,9.x) (6-57)

Products of rotation functions can be expanded using the Clebsch-Gordan

series [9, Eq (4.3.2)]
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j4l mm vi c n , n') (6-58)

an extremely powerful, yet elementary result. The sum over and fl' is

trivial since the 3-j symbols in Eq (58) vanish unless P + s + m = 0 and

o' + A' + m' - 0.

Equations (57) and (58) immediately give

Y Y - (_)/+m7 ](2a+l)(2v+l)(2n+l)

[O O [ vn) Y ,u+ m  6-59)
a0 -M m a

which is equivalent to Eqs (1) and (23).

Explicit formulas for some of the simpler 3-j symbols may be found in

Edmonds [9, Section 3.7 and Table 2]. Useful relations and properties of 3-j

symbols are compiled in the remainder of this section.

The 3-j symbols are real. V n) is 0 if:

(1) jj6I > a, JIAJ >  v, or Iml > n.

(2) 0 + A + m o 0.

(3) a, v and n do not satisfy the triangle inequality; for example, if

a > v + n or a < IL - ni .

We have the symmetries:

(1) 3-j symbols are invariant under a cyclic (even) permutation

of columns,

n) , etc.

(2) An anti-cyclic (odd) permutation of columns may change the sign.

SI+v , etc.
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(3) Reversal of lower index signs may change the sign,

(a v n) ()a+ v +n ( n v]

The following recursion formulas are used in the main text:

-± a fl] + A ( , n + A± V - 0 (6-60)

[a(a+l) - v(v+l) - n(n+l) -2pm] v n

+ l n \ + Li (-1

LA ru +I m-I + 1 ru n -iM+l

a n) = mJ 1 v n) + T - V n -62)

where

+ - (nFm) (n±m+l)rn

mv(v+l) - n(n+l)

-t [(1-m) + 6 a(a+l)

2 2 2_ 2 2 2 2
- [a (i/-n) ][(v+n+l)2 a ](a )/a

Equation (61) follows from Eq (60).

When 0 - A - m - 0, Eq (62) reduces to the two term recursion formula

Eq (34) which is easily solved: When a + v + n is odd

0 = 0 (6-63)

When a + v + n is even

Li v ( a+i+n)/2'~~vn) (a-L+n)! (-a+L+n)!
(a+v+n.

x 2 (6-64)a+,-n .a-v+n. -+v+n

2 n -- ) ! ( f ) !
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The magnitude of the term

n)V+n (2v)! (2n)! (v+n)! (6-65)
0 j " (2v+2n)! v! n!

can be verified with Eqs (23) and (6). The phase is determined by convention.

The "orthogonality" relations are also useful:

(2a+l) a v n a V n. 61, 6 (6-66)

(2a+l) a L/ n) ' - 6 6, . (6-67)

/Im

Formulas given in this section are often written in terms of Clebsch-

Gordan coefficients (also called vector-coupling or Wigner coefficients).

These are simply related to the 3-j symbols:

< #Lj/nm> -i -,+n-, a v n) .(-8

Although Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are used interchangeably with 3-j

symbols, it is often easier to deal with the latter because of the simpler

symmetries.
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7. CALCULATION OF TRANSLATED PROBE COEFFICIENTS IN SPHERICAL NEAR-FIELD

SCANNING

7.1 Introduction

While we present an overview of the role of translated probe coefficients

in spherical near-field scanning, our intent is to describe an algorithm for

efficient calculation. We make no attempt to describe notation unless it is

needed for this purpose. The interested reader will find a more complete

development elsewhere (5].

7.2 Transmission Formula

For a receiving probe, the Jensen transmission formula [17] for spherical

near-field scanning is (see Eq (8-16))

W(ro'''X) [R Rn(r0) nH+ RE (r ) tE Dn (-X,-0,-) (7-1)
Wn0, ,9 x 0 tH n~k 0 nm Aimgnm

where r0 is the radius of the measurement sphere and (O, 6 ,X) are the Euler

angles describing the position/orientation of the probe. The goal is to

determine the coefficients of the far-field (transmitting) pattern

t(r) I Z VtH X(r) + tE ik XX

using the measured data W(r 0 ,0,9,X) and the orthogonality properties of the

rotation functions Dn (-X,-6,-0).
A~m

The translated probe coefficients

^ * dK

R'n(r) = r(k) • Xn(k) exp(i-yr) dK

(7-2)E d
R m(r) = r(k) • A x X n(k) exp(i-yr) k

are functions of the measurement radius r0 and the probe receiving pattern

r(k) (which must be measured separately).

The probe receiving pattern may be expanded in terms of vector spherical

harmonics as
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r(k) - v X(k) + rEV ik x XV (k) (7-3)

VA

The object of these notes is to describe a simple method for computing
H E

the translated probe coefficients Eq (2) from the inputs r r and r0 *

7.3 Calculation of the Translated Probe Coefficients

If Eq (3) is substituted into Eq (2) we find that

RH (r)- firH B(v,-mlnm;r) + rE C(v,-mlnm;r)]
rn LV ,m V , -m

V

(7-4)
RLE (r) r H _ C(V_,-mrnm;r) + rE B(v,-mlnnm;r)]

nmr) ,-m V , -m '

V

where

B(v,-mlnm;r) - B(vmin,-m;r)

= * dK (7 -5a)

f X m (k) X (k) exp(iyr)

C(v,-mlnm;r) - -C(vm!n,-m;r)

ik < x dK (7-5b)
f ik X X*,-M(k) • Xnm(k) exp(iyr) k

B and C are closely related to coefficients occurring in translation formulas

for spherical waves [5].

The dot products of vector spherical harmonics may be expanded in terms

of scalar spherical harmonics as

X Vm(k).X • (k) = b(aOlv,-mnm) Y 0 (k) (7-6a)

ik x X (k) " X (k) = c(Olv'-mnm) Y (k)
V/ -m ZcimIV YQo
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In Eq (6), a ranges over the interval lu-ni :5 a :5 u+n. Additionally,

b(a:Olv,-munm) is 0 if a + v + n is odd and c(aOjv,-ni) is 0 if a + v + n is

even.

If Eq (6) is substituted into Eq (5) the integrals can be done

analytically to yield (51

B(v,-mlInm;r) - ,Yr ia 1,faTi b(aOlv,-mnm) a~)(r

(7-7)

C(v.,-mlnm;r) - {w Z 1 2a+l c(:Oju,-mnl) a~)(r

h a (kr) is a spherical Hankel function of the first kind.

In practical spherical scanning applications, special probes are usad for

which m assumes only the values ±1. Under these conditions, b and c have

especially simple forms (see Eqs (6-37) and (6-38)):

b(a0~i',±l,n,TWl) - L(2a+ly) 2v+l) (2n+l)

[aX l 4v(u+l)n(n+l)] aO0 (7-8a)

c-(a~jv,±l,n,F-l) = J2a+l)(2v+l)(2n+l)

[2 _ L-)2 2 2 Vn'~
X a- un ][(v+n+l) -a ] al 2o (7-8b)

For a given choice of m, b and c will have a constant sign independent of a.

There are closed-form expressions for the 3-j symbols in Eq (8) (see Eqs

(6-63) and (6-64)), but it is probably better to calculate them recursively

0a1vn 
1 0 0 0a)2

where

r= a2 
-(i/-n) 2 ] (~~)2 _O2a L wnl

Remember that lw-ni :5 a 5 v+n and that the 3-j symbol is 0 unless the sum of

the indices is even (assuming the lower indices are 0.)
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The 3-j symbols may be normalized using

Z (2c+I) 0 1 ) 
(7-10)

a

7.4 Summary

The crucial formulas for calculation of the translated probe coefficients

are listed below:

RH (r) - Vr H B(vmlrunr) + r E C(v,-mlrwrr)l
run L m I/, -m

(7-4)
RE (r) = -Zr 

H  C(v,-mnm;r) + rE B(v, -mInrn;r)]

B(,!,-mlnxm;r) = 7w ia 2a+1 b(aOv,-mnm) h( 1 )(kr)

(7-7)

C(v,-mmnim;r) - T r ia -2+1 c(a0lv,-mnm) h(1 )(kr)

b(aOlv,±l,nTl) = 1(2a+il)(2v+l)(2n+l)j ~47r

x [a(a+l) V(v+I)- n(n+l)2 [ -8a)

4v(v+l)n(n+l) 0 0 -Oa)

c(a0Iv,+l,n, l) = + (2a+l)(2v+l)(2n+l)
I 4w

x [a2 (v-n) 2 [ (v+n+l) 2 _ 2 (0 / n]2 (7-8b)
4v(v+l)n(n+l) O 0 07-8b

a. (al v~ n]2 = a l(+l 0) 0 ]02 (7-9)

F' i2=(7-90)

L +l 0 0
a
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8. SPHERICAL NEAR-FIELD SCANNING TRANSMISSION EQUATIONS: RECEIVING PROBE,

TRANSN.TTING TEST ANTENNA; TRANSMITTING PROBE, RECEIVING TEST ANTENNA

8.1 Introduction

In these notes spherical near-field transmission equations are derived

for both receiving and transmitting probes. The connection between the two

cases is discussed in terms of reciprocity. The approach adopted is heavily

dependent on concepts introduced in a recent paper [5].

8.2 Initial Definitions

The electric field of a finite source may be represented in terms of

plane waves as

E(r) = f t(r) exp(ik - r) dK z > 0

Equation (1) is a two-dimensional Fourier transform on transverse k:

dK = dkx  dky K = kxX + kyy , K = IK

Due to the restriction k = iki = w1/c, the z component of the propagation

vector is not independent, but is given by

7K K k <K

The function t(r) is known as the far-field (transmitting) pattern as a

consequence of the asymptotic relationship

A

E(r) - t(r) G(r) (8-2)

Where

G(r) exp(ikr) (8-3)
ikr
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^ A

t(k) is a function of direction only and t(k) • k - 0; therefore the far-field

pattern may be expanded in vector spherical harmonics as

t(k)t H  X (k) tE  ik X X(k) (8-4)

The response W(r) of a receiver to the incident field E(r) may be written

W(r) - r(k) • t(k) exp(ik • r) M , z > 0 (8-5)

(The receiver is not allowed to rotate as it is moved from place to place.)

This is Kerns' transmission formula of planar near-field scanning [18]. The
A

receiving pattern r(k) is defined so that the response to the plane wave

A

t(k)
2- exp(ik • r)

is

A A

r(k) • t(k) exp(ik - r0 )

when the receiver is located at ro. Like t(k), r(k) is a function of

direction only and r(k) • k can be taken equal to 0; therefore, the receiving

pattern may be expanded in vector spherical harmonics as

rikxX (8-6)VA VA(k) VJU LIPv

The far-field and receiving patterns are standard quantities which can be

measured directly on a far-field range (at least to within a constant overall

phase factor).
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8.3 Transmitting and Receiving Operators

The receiving and transmitting operators are defined as follows:

R-2r r r V x (8-7)

T- Z tH & +tE V x 6 (8-8)

The spherical-wave operator 4n is an nth order differential operator in ax ,

8 and a [5].y z

The electric field Eq (1) may be written in terms of the transmitting

operator as

E(r) = T G(r) (8-9)

and because T is translationally invariant, the field translated by a vector

displacement p is given by

E(r - p) = [T G](r - p) - T [G(r - p)] (8-10)

With the receiving and transmitting operators, Kerns' transmission

formula Eq (5) may be written

W(r) - R • T G(r) (8-11)

Although derived assuming a transmitter located at the origin, it is clear

that Eq (11) holds when r is interpreted as the relative displacement from the

transmitter to the receiver.
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8.4 Rotation of the Vector Spherical Harmonics

Equations (5) and (11) provide a way of calculating the probe response as

the probe i' moved through an incident field without rotation. To discuss

rotated probes and test antennas, as is required in spherical near-field

scanning, it is necessary to be able to rotate the transmitting and receiving

patterns. This can be done using the following result: Let V represent
A 1 frn

XnM, ir x XM, nM , or - V x nM , then

n

V'r) - Dn ( ,x) V (8-12)
- m 

Here V' is the result of rotating V through the Euler angles (OO,X).
nm nm

According to convention [15], the rotation is accomplished as follows: First

V is rotated by X about the laboratory z axis, then by 0 about the laboratory

y axis, and, finally, by 0 again about the laboratory z axis. The specific

form of the rotation functions Dn need not concern us here. The fact that
Am

rotated spherical harmonics can be expressed as superpositions of unrotated

spherical harmonics may be viewed as a consequence of the completeness of the

vector spherical harmonic basis.

8.5 Spherical Scanning: Receiving Probe

In spherical near-field scanning we may view the test antenna as fixed at

the origin of the laboratory coordinate system in a given reference

orientation. The location and orientation of the probe is specified in terms

of the Euler angles (4,9 ,X). The Euler angles (0,0,0) are taken to correspond

to the probe reference orientation with the probe located at r0z. The radius

of the measurement sphere is, of course, rO. Under these conditions, the

angles 0 and 0 correspond to the usual spherical angles giving the position of

the probe in the laboratory coordinate system. The angle X corresponds to

rotation of the probe about the radius vector joining the probe and test

antenna.

Equivalently, we may leave the probe in its reference

position/orientation on the z axis and rotate the test antenna through the

Euler angles (-x,-9 ,-4). Taking this approach we may write the transmission

equation as
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A

Wpa (ro,0,0,x) - Rp. T G(roz) (8-13)

where in their reference orientations, the probe and test antenna are

represented by the receiving and transmitting operators R and T . Withp a

Eq (12) we have

ao - T D .VX . (8-14)ai  .~ (Xe OM M no +nm eno]s 4
fnm

The Euler angles (4,8,X) refer to the effective position/orientation of the

probe.

Substitution of expansions for the operators in Eq (13) gives

Wa (ro'JO X) - D nm(-x''O''O)
wpar0 F . ',x)

vjrnm

x $rpH aH rpE tE B(i,- Ins;r 0 )* L v,-A nm rV,-AAt]BvAn o

+ [rPE aH rPH ta] C(v,-pInp;ro)} . (8-15)

B and C are given by

B(v,-mlnm;r 0) - 2n I? * 6 • G(r0z)0 v, -m nm

C(I.'-mlnm;r0) = 2n n,-mx • G(r0z)

and are closely related to translation coefficients for spherical waves

[5, Eqs (49) and (50)].

Equation (15) can be written more compactly as

Wpa(r0oO) '
n ( - D n LRpH(r ) tanm + RPE(r ) t , (8-16)

/.nm

where the translated probe receiving coefficients are given by
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H A

R (r 0 ) - Rp & nm G(r0z) (8-17a)

- [rpH_ B(v,-mlnm;r0 ) + rPE C(A/,'mlnm;r 0)]

1 *

RPE (r) -R V x (rz) (8-17b)nfl 0 p k Gmr0 )

-- [rpH_ C(v,-mlnm;ro) + rPE B(v1 'mjnm;ro)]

The translated receiving coefficients are basically the response of the probe

in its reference position/orientation to ideal multipole transmitters located

at the origin. Equation (12) guarantees that this information is sufficient

to give the response as a f--:-,tion of the Euler angles locating the probe.

8.6 Spherical Scanning: Transmitting Probe

Up to this point we have considered the probe to be a receiver. The case

of a transmitting probe is also important and will be considered here. If the

probe and test antenna (in their reference orientations) are represented by

the transmitting and receiving operators T and R a the transmission equationp a
can be written

W (r0,,,X) - R'. T G(-r 0z) (8-18)

ap 0 ',x) a T

where

2w Dn(-x,-,- a H  + r a E  I V X  1 (8-19)a r nm no n no
Onm

As in the case of the receiving probe, the test antenna has been rotated so

that the probe remains in its reference position/orientation on the z axis.

Note that -r0z is the relative displacement from the transmitter (the probe)

to the receiver (the test antenna). The Euler angles (OO,X) again refer to

the effective position/orientation of the probe.
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Substitution of expansions for the operators in Eq (18) gives

W (ro,O,,x) - ()v+n Dn (-x,-O,-)
ap 0'

x raH tp H  ra E tPE] B(v,-pln;r)11 m /,-A nm P, -4

* [raE tpH _ ral tPEA] C(v,-in;ro)} (8-20)+ rim VI-A nm v,-

We have used the fact that under the change of variables r - -r,

-- (_)n, . Equation (20) can be written more compactly asrun nm

Wp (r. 1,0 x) Dm (  r aH TpH + raE Tp E ]  (8-21)

ap AM rn nA nm nA
junm

where the translated probe transmitting coefficients are given by

pH 
(8-22a)

T (r0)2n - *T p G(-r 0z)

Z ()v+n [tPH B(v,-m-m;r - C(v,-mlnm;r0 )]

V

T (E 2w V x * T G(-rz) (8-22b)
nm0 rn p 0

= Z ()+ntP H C(v,-mlnm;r 0 ) tPEm B(vLmnm;r01

The translated transmitting coefficients can be interpreted as responses of

ideal multipole receivers located at the origin to the transmitting probe in

its reference position/orientation.

8.7 Reciprocity and the Transmission Equations

For a reciprocal antenna the far-field and receiving patterns are related

by

r(k) - t(-k)/K . (8-23)
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The constant of proportionality K depends on calibration (and may be different

for test antenna and probe) [18]. Equation (23) implies

H n H
r -(_) t nm/K

(8-24)
E n+l E
r -(- t; /Krnm - (  tnmK

for the expansion coefficients in Eqs (4) and (6).

If both the probe and antenna are reciprocal then Eq (24) with Eqs (15)

and (20) can be used to show that

Wpa (ro,0,OX) a Wap (r0 ,,6,X) (8-25)

as expected.

If the probe is reciprocal, then

RpH - n TpH/Rnm nm;/
(8-26)

RpE (.n+l TPE /K

In this case the same transmission formula, Eq (16) or Eq (21), may be used

with minor modification with the probe receiving or transmitting.
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9. RECIPROCITY FROM AN OPERATIONAL VIEWPOINT

9.1 Introduction

In this chapter we develop relations between transmitting and receiving

patterns by evaluating the Lorentz reciprocity integral using the operational

methods developed in Chapter 8.

9.2 Representation of the Electromagnetic Fields

We consider a closed surface Z which lies in free space outside the

minimum sphere enclosing an antenna (see Figure 9.1). In the vicinity of this

surface, the electromagnetic fields are given by the plane-wave

representation,

E(r) = 1 a(k) exp(ik - r) dk

+ T f b(k) exp(ik • r) , z > 0 (9-1)

A A

The patterns a(k) and b(k) describe fields from sources outside and inside Z,A

respectively. In particular b(k) is the antenna far-field pattern. In cases

of practical importance (external sources at finite distances, for example)

a(k) must be interpreted as a distribution.

The operator identities

a(V/ik) exp(ik • r) - a(k) exp(ik • r)

(9-2)

b(V/ik) exp(ik - r) - bk) exp(ik • r)

can be easily established by comparing terms in the Taylor expansions of each

side. Substitution of Eq (2) into Eq (1) gives an operator expression for the

fields:

E(r) - a(V/ik) G(1)(r) + b(V/ik) G(3)(r) , (9-3)

where

G(1)(r) - jo(kr) - sin(kr) f exp(ik • r) dk (9-4a)
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(3) (1) _______)_ 1.rd
C (r) - h (kr) ex- ir T e(p-i4b)

0 ikr exp(ik z > 0 (9-4b)

Although Eq (1) is valid only for z > 0, Eq (3) holds in any spherical shell

in free space outside the minimum sphere.

9.3 The Lorentz Reciprocity Integral

Let (E', H') and (El', H'') be two electromagnetic fields which can exist

in the vicinity of Z. (These may be obtained by adjusting sources.) In this

section we establish that

I- f[E'(r) x H''(r) - E''(r) x H'(r)] • dS

A A A
2 1 [a'(k) - b''(-k) - b'(-k) * a''(k)] dk (9-5)

This is not an evaluation of the integral but merely a restatement. The

pattern functions determine the fields and any relation expressed in terms of

fields can, in principle, be re-expressed in terms of pattern functions. We

will demonstrate Eq (5) using operational techniques.

Let A be a solenoidal vector field, that is,

V • A - 0

Then Gauss' theorem may be applied to obtain Green's second identity

S [A' x (V x A'') - A'' x (V x A')] • dS

- [A' V2A'' - A'' * V2A'] dV (9-6)

The integrals are over a closed surface S and the enclosed volume V. On

substituting E from Eq (3), we find that

_- _2 ' ([a'(V/ik) G(1)(r)j • [b''(V/ik) 6(r)]
k Z0

- [b'(V/ik) 6(r)] - [a''(V/ik) G(1 )(r)]} dV , (9-7)
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where we have used the facts that

(V2 + k2) G((r)= 0

(V2 + k2) G ()(r) -- S-- 6(r)

Equation (7) contains only terms of the type a • b. Terms with a' - a'' drop

out. It is less obvious that terms with b' b'' also cancel; however, this

follows from application of Eq (8).

The identity

J f(r) [g(V) 6(r)] d f [g(-V) f(r)] 6(r) dV (9-8)

can be established by taking a general term in the Taylor series expansion of

g and integrating by parts. Using Eqs (8), (2) and (4a) with Eq (7) gives

I E 21o- dk [a'(k) • b''(-k) b'(-k) * a''(k)]

x f exp(ik • r) 6(r) dV

which integrates immediately to give Eq (5).

9.4 Reciprocity Relations

The basic theorem is that IS will vanish whenever S is a closed surface

containing no sources (assuming e and M are scalars). The geometry is shown

in Figure 9.1. The amplitudes of the outgoing and incoming waves in the

(single-moded) feed are a0 and b The source region in the antenna is

enclosed by the surfaces S and S a  Sa lies within the shielding and makes no

contribution to the integral. The reciprocity theorem may now be stated as

-270(a6 b6 ' - b6 a6')

k21z J' dk La'(k) • b''(-k) - b'(-k) • a''(k)]

k 0
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The term on the left side represents the integral over S0 and reflects

normalizations used by Kerns [18], whose work should be consulted for details.

The right side, of course, comes from Eq (5).

To find the relationship between transmitting and receiving patterns, we

assume the excitations

A

a6 - a0 , a'(k) - 0 (9-10a)

A A A

a6' - 0 , a''(k) - 2 0 6(k - ) (9-10b)

By definition, Eq (lOa) implies that

A A

b'(k) - t(k) (9-11)

and, since by Eq (1) the incident wave is E0 exp(ik 0 • r)/(2r), Eq (lOb)

implies that

b0' - r(k) E (9-12)

(The condition a'' - 0 requires a matched load.)

Substitution of Eqs (10) through (12) into Eq (9) gives

-2 A

k- t(-k 0) E 0 - -2n0 a0 r(k0) E 0k 2 
Z 0

or, since E0 is arbitrary,
0 A 

2

r(ko) - t(-k 0)/(a0 k no Z0 ) (9-13)
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Figure 9.1 Geometry for the application of the reciprocity theorem.
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10. THE UNIFORMLY EXCITED CIRCULAR APERTURE: SPHERICAL-WAVE FIELD EXPANSIONS

10.1 Introduction

Finding a spherical-wave expansion for a planar aperture transducer is

simple in principle: (1) The far field is computed in terms of the Fourier

transform of the aperture field. (2) The expansion coefficients are

calculated using orthogonality integrals for the spherical modes. In

practice, however, it is generally not possible to obtain closed-form

expressions. An exception is the case of the uniformly excited circular

aperture treated here. This problem was suggested by A. D. Yaghjian who

kindly provided notes [19] on the subject. In this chapter we provide a

"simplified" treatment for scalar (acoustic) fields and give a more complete

treatment of the vector (electromagnetic) case. Besides the obvious pedagogic

value, it is useful to have an analytic solution for a model which closely

approximates a practical transducer. The near field of this model can be

computed accurately and efficiently.

10.2 Scalar Spectrum and Far-Field Pattern

If there are no sources for z > 0 an scalar field u(r) may be written in

terms of its spectrum b(k) as

u(r) = b(k) exp(ik • r) dK , z > 0 (10-1)

Conversely, the spectrum is determined from the field in the aperture plane

(z = 0)

b(k) = -- u(R) exp(-ik • R) dR . (10-2)

The far-field pattern is easily related to the spectrum:

u exp(ikr)

u(r) r t(r) ikr

t(k) = 7k b(k) 10-3)

For a uniform circular aperture of radius a (centered at the origin), the

spectrum is, according to Eq (2),
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^ 2 A

b(k) - a u 0 1(k) , (10-4)

where u0 is the (constant) field amplitude in the aperture and

A 1 Jl(Ka)
1(k) - exp(-ik . R) dR- Ka(0-5)

A

10.3 Expainslon of I(k) in Spherical Harmonics

A

1(k) may be expanded in spherical harmonics as

A A

I(k) - I Y k) (10-6)
V-0

The azimuthal index is 0 as a consequence of the symmetry of the aperture
A

field. Furthermore, because I(-k) _ 1(k), only even-numbered multipoles will

be present. The coefficients are given by

_ f ^* A I ^) ^

I J Yn0(k) 1(k) dk . (10-7)

Substituting for I(k) from Eq (5) leads to

2i n f dR 1 * A

n = -a2 f dR i n Yno(k) exp(-ik • R) dk

- 2i n fu 1 ) R  (10-8)
2 n RdRa

Reference (51 may be consulted for integral representations of

A

um (r) (kr) Y (r) (10-9)
nm n rn

and other spherical-wave functions. Continuing from Eq (8)

ka
nn

0
_ -

- 4r(2n+I) in P n(0) an(ka)/(ka)2  (10-10)
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Here

x

an(x) - f t j( dt (10-11)

0

and Pn is a Legendre polynomial. In is 0 when n is odd since

P n(0) - 0 , n - 1, 3, 5,

(10-12)
.- np 0)- n!

n n n 2 n -0, 2, 4,
2 (3!)n 2 '

a obeys the recursion formulas

a (X) = 1 - cos(x)

(10-13)
n x -2n-i

n(x )  n- n 2 (x) n-1 x Jnl(X) n - 2, 4, 6,

In closed form

a (x) ( 22n (n!) x (2v)! 4v-1 (
2n (2n)! 2 2v W)2 2v-l J2v- 1(x) (10-14)

It is easy to show that Eq (10) follows from Eq (10.1.48) of Abramowitz

and Stegun [20]. Also it is possible to obtain closed-form results for

certain aperture tapers such as, for example, u(R) = Rn,

n = 0, 1, ...

Yaghjian [19] obtains I in a somewhat different form. The differr.cen

may be traced to the method used to evaluate the orthogonality integrjI. Our

result is equivalent to

f Pn(cosd) J1 (x sinO) dO - 2 n P n(0) an(X)/x.

0

Yaghjian evaluates this integral by expanding P (cosV in a Fourier series

[21, Eq 8.911(4)] and integrating term by term (21. Eq 6.681(9)]. The two

approaches agree if
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a 2n(2x) - 2x2  (n+v P2n-2v (0 ) P2n+2v (0) (x) (10-15)2nP2n (0)J- x ) v '

LI-n

a formula which can be checked by direct substitution for small values of n.

10.4 The Scalar Field Expanded in Spherical Waves

We have previously considered a one-sided problem (z > 0). To construct

a spherical-wave expansion it is necessary to devise a finite source which

produces tale same fields when z > 0. To this end let us replace the aperture

with a doublet (that is, two apertures back to back) such that the excitation

is +u 0 on the z > 0 side and -u0 on the z < 0 side. (If u(r) is the excess

pressure, this may be visualized in terms of a diaphragm oscillating back and

forth about an equilibrium position at the origin.) The field is described by

the spectrum given in Eq (4) with the direction of k unrestricted. We also

note that because u(-r) = - u(r), only odd-numbered multipoles will occur in

the expansion.

According to Eq (3) the far field is

A A 2 A

t(k) - yk b(k) - yk a u 0 l(k)

2A
Now -y - k cos0 - k Yl0(k). Consequently, using the expansion Eq (6) for

A f Y10()
l(k) and the formula for the product Y1 0 Y from Table 6.1, it follows that

t(k) = u0  t V Y 0o(k) (10-16)

where

tn - J47r(2n+l) in - P n(0) [an- (ka) - ka j n(ka)) (10-17)

The spherical-wave expansion for the field is simply

u(r) = u0  i t u0 (r) r > a , (10-18)
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where

A

u(3)(r) - h()(kr)) Y (r) (10-19)

A

Because Y no(R) - 0 when n is odd, the field vanishes in the aperture plane,

r > a, as required by the boundary conditions.

10.5 A Piston Radiator in a Rigid Baffle

Consider a circular piston vibrating harmonically in a rigid baffle. The

z component of the fluid velocity field is a solution of the Helmholtz

equation obeying the boundary conditions v(R) - v0 , R < a, and v(R) - 0,

R > a. Spherical-wave expansions for v(r) are given by the expressions in

Section 10.4 (with v0 substituted for u0 ). An equivalent finite source is a

doublet aperture with the excitation +v0 on the z > 0 side and with the

excitation -v0 on the z < 0 side. (This may be viewed as a very short

cylinder vibrating symmetrically about the z - 0 plane.)

Often it is useful to express the solution in terms of the excess

pressure field p(r) which is related to v(r) by

az p(r) = ikcpo v(r) , (10-20)

where c is the velocity of propagation and pO is the density of the medium.

From Eqs (20), (4) and (1), we find that

zp(r) = ikp va2 ~1( )

a plcp 0 (k) exp(ik • r) dK

Integrating with respect to z, we have

1 ^dK

p(r) - p0 cv0 (ka)2 f I(k) exp(ik • r) dk + f(xy) (10-21)

The "constant of integration" f(x,y) must be 0 to satisfy radiation conditions

at infinity.
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From Eq (21) the far field pattern is

A 2 A 2
t(k) - p0 cv0 (ka) 1(k) - p0 cv0 (ka) Jl(Ka)/Ka

" P0 cv0 (ka)2  IV Yv0(k) (10-22)

V-0

where In is given by Eq (10). The spherical-wave expansion for p(r) is

- u(3)

p(r) - p0 cv0 (ka)2  iV I U0 (r) , r > a (10-23)

V-0

Only even-numbered multipoles occur in Eq (23) since p(r) - p(-r).

10.6 Vector Spectrum and Far-Field Pattern

In the electromagnetic case, the transverse part of the spectrum may be

found from the transverse fields in the aperture as follows

(k) - E (R) exp(-ik - r) dR

A

2 A
- a E t l(k) , (10-24)

where E., which is constant for a uniform excitation, has been taken outside

the integral.

Because k • b(k) - 0, it is possible to find b(k) from b t(k)

A A A

b(k) - [z x b t(k)] x k/y

The far-field pattern is given by

A A 2 A A A

t(k) - yk b(k) - (ka) [z x E tj x k l(k) (10-25)
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10.7 The Vector Field Expanded in Spherical Waves

Technically Eq (25) gives the far-field pattern in the forward hemisphere

(z • k > 0) only. However, if we view the source as a doublet aperture with

excitation Et on the z > 0 side and excitation -Et on the z < 0 side, then

t(k) gives the far-field pattern for all directions. (This source may also be
A

viewed as a sheet of magnetic current with density Et x z.) Symmetry requires

that E(-r) - -E(r); thus, only odd magnetic multipoles and even electric

multipoles will be present in the spherical-wave expansion. In addition, the

azimuthal index takes only the values m - ±1.

The far-field pattern Eq (25) may be re-expressed as

A* - ir

t(k) = (ka) 3E [E. Xll(k) + E+ X1+ _(k)] l(k) (10-26)

E+ = (E x iE v)/2

where

S±1 (k) T (x± iy) X ik

The formula

167r AAn-I n ±n+2+
3__3 Yno(k) Xl ±Ilk)- ni X+ n2

nO ,(2n-l)(2n+l) n-l,±l (2n+l)(2n+3) n+I , _+

A

± ik x Xn,±l (10-27)

(see Eq (6-53) and Tables 6.1 and 6.3) and the spherical harmonic expansion
A

for I(k) given in Eqs (6) and (10) allow computation of the spherical harmonic

expansion for the far-field pattern:

ou V

t(k) = H t ,() + t E  ik x X ] (0-28)

ul jt-- 9
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Let

tH - A41 (2n+l) in -l P (0) [a -(ka) - n ka j (ka)] (10-29a)
n n- n+1 n

tE - 14 K(2n+i) in P (0) a n(ka) (10-29b)nn

Then the coefficients in Eq (28) are

t E  - H - 0, m 0 ±1nm nm

tH tH tH  Et H

Sn' n,- + n

tE  tE tE E tE (10-30)nin 'n, -i n

The electric field is given by the expansion

E(r) - i V [t H (3)(r) + t Ei n(3)(r)] r > a (10-31)
v-i .--v

where

m nm (r) - f n(kr) X rn(r)

(10-32)
Snf (kr) A An

nnm(r) - gn(kr) ir x X nm(r) + iln(n+l) kr Y nm(r) r

f(3)(x) - h ( ) (x) 1 [Xf n(X)n n n ix dx

It is easy to verify that the tangential field vanishes in the aperture plane,

r > a, as required by the boundary conditions.

The tnm 's may also be found directly from the expressions

runj
tH - n ^ • r n(1) ""d

A
(10-33)

E Ai 2 1
t i 2ik 2 z < f n,R dRn +1 En'm~ 1 R

A
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which are the vector analogs of Eq (8). To evaluate Eq (33), use Eq (32)

(with f(1)n W- j(x)) and the cartesian components of the vector spherical

harmonics. Since cartesian components of the vector spherical harmonics are

often useful in analysis, they are given in Section 10.10.

Yaghjian [19] obtained expressions for the transverse electric field by a

procedure which amounts to taking the transverse part of Eq (25). (He

actually applies the operator az /ik to Eq (23).)

10.8 Computation of an

Numerical evaluation with Eq (14) does not give accurate results when n

is large because the subtraction in the square brackets involves terms which

are equal in the limit n -- -. (The same effect occurs when recursion is used

in the direction of increasing n.) This normally is not serious since a tends

to be small by the time the problem becomes noticeable; however, if more

accuracy is required, the infinite series

2 2n (n!)
2  

' (2v)! 4v-l W (10-34)
2n(X) = x (2n)! 7 2 v '2v!)2 2-i J2 -( 3

w-n+l

can be used for the largest n values. (The summation in Eq (34) converges

rapidly when 2n > x.) For other values of n, a may be computed by recursion

in the direction of decreasing n.

The asymptotic behavior

a 2n(x) x- () n[I/P2n(O) - cos(x)]

follows from Eq (14) or Eq (15). From Eq (34) we have

n 2x nen+2
(x)e2 Ln

10.9 Numerical Results

A sample case is given in Table LO.L for the purpose of dilowing

numerical comparisons. The aperture radius is ka = 10. Equation (29) has

been used to calculate tH (when n is odd) and tE (when n is even) for n '30.
n n

As expected, the coefficients fall off rapidly when n > ka.
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Table 10.1 Expansion coefficients, aperture radius ka - 10 (see Eq (10-29))

H E H E
n tn odd;t n even n Cn n odd; t, n e',,Tln' n nn

1 8.88290 65641 61171 19E+00 51 8.98718 80459 67957 92E-31
2 5.24797 96151 5783' 07E+00 52 1.58279 58097 92345 73E-32
3 7.59860 31940 26376 97E+00 53 8.12890 79948 42326 49E-33
4 1.07161 43031 63398 32E+01 54 1.32956 04907 32971 08E-34
5 1.38875 36890 89261 74E+01 55 6.81996 04746 49004 33E-35
6 1.77591 16173 84174 62E+01 56 1.03869 08041 05408 79E-36
7 1.48196 90941 37683 71E+01 57 5.32195 06315 22596 19E-37
8 1.05978 39450 55578 18E+01 58 7.56618 63118 54351 94E-39
9 7.39763 09276 50643 17E+00 59 3.87267 98528 84585 55E-39
10 3.33101 80004 09695 54E+00 60 5.15134 30425 37966 44E-41
11 2.12170 35247 28489 87E+00 61 2.63414 61253 57852 55E-41
12 6.60309 09198 47212 30E-01 62 3.28539 16864 16401 0SE-43
13 3.98156 64624 96662 58E-01 63 1.67850 1.1279 73652 38E-43
14 9.11406 68543 68622 30E-02 64 1.96691 16447 27909 .E-45
15 5.30080 80848 27879 70E-02 65 1.00406 94731 80199 67E-45
16 9.32386 45266 13645 82E-03 66 1.10755 29974 96221 74E-47
17 5.28700 95274 37814 08E-03 67 5.64952 63454 66140 03E-48
18 7.38158 80348 71480 92E-04 68 5.81659 14072 02370 06E-50
19 4.10821 08822 55210 25E-04 69 2.99546 41183 75996 73E-50
20 4.66840 59411 44109 IOE-05 /0 2.94320 23410 10353 31E-52
21 2.56143 19224 05396 54E-05 71 1.49923 66521 92906 93E-52
22 2.41692 42624 50217 96E-06 72 1.39366 29915 10581 78E-54
23 1.31135 74894 22240 35E-06 73 7.09476 03519 55332 89E-55
24 1.04440 87939 36802 55E-07 74 6.24897 03284 43279 48E-57
25 5.61604 36929 29645 92E-08 75 3.17932 62473 06017 62E-57
26 3.82714 63509 10735 78E-09 76 2.65708 89025 38966 24E-59
27 2.04289 70643 38552 11E-09 77 1.35112 23849 62090 74E-59
28 1.20506 16440 09997 IOE-10 78 1.07288 02213 10516 I6761
29 6.39338 41510 81896 80E-11 79 5.45275 27152 70510 22E-62
30 3.29705 99880 86973 53E-12 80 4.11920 89011 69410 21Z-64
31 1.74026 77545 66542 65E-12 81 2.0Q250 81647 34267 71E-64
32 7.91397 24725 02382 76E-14 82 1.50568 91335 04275 89E-66
33 4.15892 40477 88792 26E-14 83 7.64520 643R6 44849 16E-67
34 1.68047 11043 34818 72E-15 84 5.24603 17712 41856 50E-69
35 8.79789 71886 50300 OOE-16 85 2.66254 04531 76516 34E-69
36 3.17987 87703 56954 O1E-17 86 1.74418 02602 79352 49E-71
37 1.65933 63086 28276 90E-17 87 8.84867 13169 34599 94E--2
38 5.39686 19906 75366 43E-19 88 5.53968 01669 32226 08E--4
39 2.80813 32391 74686 39E-19 89 2.80932 52919 48188 13E-74
40 8.26278 54990 42238 30E-21 90 1.68251 03275 71364 34E-76
41 4.28846 79371 66006 42E-21 91 8.52931 74106 49564 49E-77
42 1.14712 86321 00349 26E-22 92 4.89144 97363 0491. 96E-79
43 5.94032 58840 16801 73E-23 93 2.47879 87782 917C1 62E-79
44 1.45085 97789 54707 37E-24 94 1.36248 85888 31866 51E-81
45 7.49808 46786 77098 78E-25 95 6.90225 61239 22805 07E-82
46 1.67882 62385 03440 53E-26 96 3.63944 2/474 18410 03E-84
47 8.66056 82994 70368 55E-27 97 1.84312 36654 79104 40E-34
48 1.78414 34144 86632 47F-28 98 9.330-9 72406 30199 37E-87
49 9.18888 12733 77642 26E-29 99 4.72395 90557 92718 n3E-87
50 1.74756 17622 96418 55E-30 100 2.29796 98907 92321 27E-89
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Evaluation of Eqs (25) and (28) on the z axis leads to the sum

x 2 2v+l [H(X tE( (10-35)x-[ x)+tx)

v-i

which provides a useful check. Analytic verification that Eq (35) follows

from Eq (29) is straightforward.

10.10 Cartesian Components of the Vector Spherical Harmonics

Using the decomposition

Ly+ LL z L+ = L ± iL2 + 2i -L + Lz  , _ x- y

we have

In(n+l) X - L Y

- J(n-m)(n+m+1)/2 Yn,m+l -i + m Yn f0 J(n+m)(n-m+l)/2 Yn,m-! fl

where

±I= ¥ (x_ ± iy)/T2 ' O -0 z

With the additional formulas

r 3 -- I-i + YIO - YI,- 1 1

and (from Table 6.1)

4 I = - (n-m-l)(n+m) Y + In-m+l)(n-m+2)

3 1,-I nm 2(2n-l)(2n+l) n-I,m-l J2(2n+l)(2n+3) n+lm-1

S(n-m)(n+m) + l(n-m+l')(n+m+l)
3  0 nm .1(2n-l)(2n+l) Yn-1,m j ,2n+l)(2n+3) n+1,in

-Y (n-m-)(n-m) + (n+m+l)(n+m+2)
11 run 2(2n-l)(2n+l) n-l,m+l + 2(2n+l)(2n+3) n+lm+l
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we have

r (n-m-l)(n-) nm+)n+2) y]
nm [ 2(2n-l)(2n+1) n-l,m+l - 2(2n+1)(2n+3) n+1,m+l -

+ [](n-rn)(n+m) Y+ n- +l)nr+l) 1
L(2n-1)(2n+1) n -1,rn (2n+l)(2n+3) Yn-il,m 0

+ F(n+m-1)(n+m) , (nml(-m+2) 1
[ 2(2n-l)(2n+l) 'n-l,m-1 J2(2n+1)(2n+3) Yn+l,m-l 1

and

T n(n+1) i r x X n

(n-m)(nm) + n (nm1(+m+2) 1

+ [(+) (2n-1)(2nil) n-1,m j(2n+l)(2n+3) n+l,rn j

+ [n+1) 2(n1 n+m) Y 1 + n (nml(-m+2) I1
I J22n-)(2~l -l~-1 2(2n+)(2n+3) Yn+,m-1

The Cartesian forms for the vector spherical-wave functions m, ui and I follow

from the above equations and the plane-wave integral representations "51.

Formulas for the cartesian components of vector spherical harmonics may

also be obtained using Eq (6-54) and the definitions of Edmonds' vector

spherical harmonics [9, Eq (5.9.10)].
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11. SPHERICAL NEAR-FIELD SCANNING: DETERMINING THE INCIDENT FIELD NEAR A

ROTATABLE PROBE

11.1 Introduction

Many RCS (Radar Cross Section), EMI/EMC (ElectroMagnetic

Interference/Compatibility), and antenna measurements require a known incident

field within a test volume. To evaluate systems designed to produce a

specific incident field (compact ranges, for example), we must measure the

actual illumination for comparison with design specifications. Beyond its

diagnostic value, this incident-field data can also be used for error

estimation and for calculating first order corrections.

In this chapter, we develop a spherical near-field scanning algorithm for

determining incident fields inside a probe's "minimum sphere." This differs

from the well-known spherical near-field scanning formulation which determines

fields outside the source's minimum sphere [22]. The scanner size depends on

the extent of the region of interest but not on the extent of the (possibly

much larger) source. The data may be collected using a standard roll-over-

azimuth positioner.

The discussion is divided into the acoustic (scalar) case (Sections 11.2

to 11.6) and the electromagnetic (vector) case (Sections 11.7 to 11.10).

11.2 Acoustic Probe Receiving Operator

The receiving probe may be modeled as a differential operator such that

the probe response W(r) to an incident field ui(r) may be written

W(r) = [T ui(r) (11-1)

The probe operator may be expanded

N /

? = 27rT F r VA , (11-2)

V=O A--

-here ?r is a scalar spherical-wave operator [5] and r is a coefficient in

the spherical harmonic expansion of the probe receiving pattern:
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r(k)- rV Y (k) (11-3)

Yrn(r) is a scalar spherical harmonic [1, Chapter 3].

The orientation of the probe is defined in terms of a fiducial coordinate

system which is imbedded in the probe in some convenient fashion. The

location of the probe is taken as the location of the fiducial origin in the

laboratory coordinate system. With the probe located at r in a specified

reference orientation, the receiving pattern is defined so that the probe

response to the incident plane wave

1
2- exp(ik • r)

i S

r(k) exp(ik • r p)

For practical probes, we may take

N - ka , (11-4)

where a is the radius of the minimum sphere (the smallest sphere centered on

the probe's fiducial origin which encloses the "active" parts of the probe).

Equation (1) is Kerns' transmission formula [181 written in operator

notation.

11.3 Rotation of the Acoustic Probe

Let T' denote the rotated probe; then

N v v

'- 2n D D,(0,9,X) r ? . (11-5)

The D's are rotation functions [14]. The Euler angles (O,Xy), which specify

the probe orientation, are defined as follows: Starting with the probe its

reference orientation (1) rotate the probe by an angle X about the z axis: 21

then rotate by 9 about the y axis; (3) finally, rotate by 0 about the z axis.
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11.4 The Incident Acoustic Field

Assume that we wish to know the incident field in the vicinity of the

origin. We have the expansion

N v

ui(r)- a1 u (r) (11-6)

v-O P--v
A

u (r) j n(kr) Y (r) , (11-7)

where j n(kr) is a spherical Bessel function. The limit on the multipole index

means that (5) will describe the field for r < a with

a - N/k (11-8)

(compare with Eq (4)). The primary goal of these notes is to show how a may
rnm

be determined from measurements.

11.5 The Acoustic Transmission Formula

Using the fact that [5]

[(0 u ]()m6 5

AI n 47irun -m '

the response W(O,O,X) of the rotated probe (located at the origin) can be

written

i 17 ) - D V  (0,8,X) r a (11-10)

vL'

The rotation functions are orthogonal

21r 27r

Jdb Jsin(O) dO Jdx DV, O.X) Dn
0 0 0 8r

6 6 6 (II-ii
2v+l vn Am p m
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so that it is possible to invert the transmission equation Eq (10) to solve

for the coefficients a m. In general, it is necessary to integrate over X, as

well as over the usual spherical angles 9 and .

11.6 The =Syumetric" Acoustic Probe

The degree of freedom associated with X can be eliminated by the use of a

"symmetric" probe which has the property

N

1 - 2 T r 1Y (11-12)

V-0

Such a probe can be practically constructed by incorporating a section of

circular pipe which propagates only an azimuthally symmetric wave. If the

reference orientation of the probe is chosen so that the axis of the pipe is

coincident with the z-axis, then the probe output will be independent of .

With Eq (12) the transmission equation (10) becomes

r(r) r a Y (r) (11-13)
VV

L'/1

where we have used the relation

DmO(¢, 9 ,x) - *n(04) (11-14)DmO(''X 2n+l rn

Equation (13) may be solved to give

in 2n+l * y~('

a - L W(r) Y (r) dr 11-15)
nm r 7r fnn

The a can be determined, provided that the probe coefficients can be

accurately measured. As n becomes greater than ka, r tends to drop
n

exponentially into the noise. Thus, attempts to determine the incident field

outside the minimum sphere of the probe are doomed to catastrophic failure!

On the other hand, even with n < ka, there is the possibility that some r

will be near 0. (An example is given in Section 11.10.) Data from an

independent probe may be needed to resolve all of the coefficients.
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11.7 The Electromagnetic Transmission Formula

Aside from complications introduced by polarization, the electromagnetic

case is quite similar to the acoustic case. Therefore, we will only briefly

summarize the results here.

The receiving probe may be modeled as a differential operator 61 such that

the probe response W(r) to an incident field E.(r) may be written

W(r) - [* • Ei](r) (11-16)

The probe operator may be expanded

N V

6 = 2 7r [rH 6 + rE  V X 
T F LIAup LIPk LIV=l A=-V

H E
where (9 is a vector spherical-wave operator f5j and r and r are

rum m
coefficients in the spherical harmonic expansion of the probe receiving

pattern:

r(k) = V XV (k) + r ik I (k) 11-18

ViI

X (r) is a vector spherical harmonic [1, Chapter 161. The superscripts E and

H refer to electric and magnetic multipoles.

Let ?' denote the rotated probe, then

N V V
I/H El16, 2,r DP( ,X) [r I f, + r k V X 61 ,] (11-19)

V-i A--V A'--v

Assume that we wish to know the incident electric field in the vicinity

of the origin. We have the expansion

N V

E (r) -a (r + aE n (r)] kli- 0 )
Li=l p=-

i Ti.V V AV

mnm(r) - Jn(kr) X (r) , n m(r) - V x mnm (r) (11-21)
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Using the facts that [5]

[G. • m ](0) - 6 6 (11-22)p 4 ixi zn -pm

G.V' n m](O)- 0 , (11-23)

the response W(4,O,X) of the rotated probe (located at the origin) can be

written

W(O,,X) - V D V (OOX) [rH , a H - rE aE ] (11-24)
2 MIA VP V,A v / v,-p A

Using the orthogonality properties of the rotation functions Eq (11), it is

possible to solve the transmission equation (24) for the unknown coefficients
H E
r and r

rlm nm

11.8 The "Symetric" Electromagnetic Probe

Application of Eq (24) is simplified by the use of a specially designed

(, - ±1) probe [23) for which

N I
61 - 2 i(r H  ' + rEIVX1 1-5) +r FI A xV (11-25)

v-l p=-i

The prime on the summation indicates that p - 0 is excluded from the sum.

Such a probe can be practically constructed by incorporating a section of

open-ended circular waveguide designed so that only the TE1 1 modes propagate

(see Figure 1.1). If the reference orientation is taken with the axis of the

guide coincident with the z axis, then the probe output will have a

cos(x - X0) dependence. (A transverse electric dipole (p • r - 0) is another

example of a p - ±1 probe.)

With Eq (25) the transmission equation becomes

W(r) - [A/ X (r) + AE ir x X (r)i (I!-26)

VA

W(r) - W(4,,X--r/2) 0 + W(4,8,X-0) 0
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H . -n+l r H H a H (rE E E ]
Am -i 2n r l 1n)-l un ni - ' r 1a (11-27a)AH  -~ n ~ [(rnl rH) a -- r_(ran

AE .-n-I (r H +rH a H E E E(11-27b)
nm n 1 nm n n,1l

Equation (26) involves measurements in two "spin" orientations (X = -if/2, 0)

for each pointing direction (B, 4).

In deriving Eq (26), we have used

^ A A A

X (r) 2n+l d n  0 - i n
- # + ml ( 0 ) + d (-- m,.(0)] exp(im)

(see Eq (6-26)).

The transmission equation (26) may be inverted to give

AH  f I * A

H= f W(r) * X (r) dr (i1-28a

AE f W(r) • [ir x X n(r)] dr . li-28b,

The modal coefficients aH  and aE  then can be found by solving the
run rim

simultaneous equations (27). (When Eqs (27a) and (27b) are not independent,

as for a circularly polarized probe, an additional probe must be used to

obtain enough data.)

11.9 Practical Implementation

We have shown that it is possible to determine the incident field over a

region roughly corresponding to the volume of the probe's minimum sphere. If

the area of interest is larger, then it is necessary to make measurements with

the probe in different locations, or to use a bigger probe. Increasing the

size of the probe is not always practical; for example, multiple interactions

with the source may become a problem. Figure 11.1 shows one way to construct

a large probe with a small cross section. In this example, the probe consists

of a small transducer on a rotating arm in an arrangement which resembles the

usual spherical scanning geometry turned inside out. If the transducer has

the A - ±1 symmetry, then so will the orobe. (The fiducial origin for this

probe is taken at the fixed point and the reference orientation has a z

directed boresight.) Figure 11.2 shows a measurement setup that makes use of

a roll-over-azimuth positioner which is often standard equipment on a compact
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range. A flare has been added to the transducer to increase the gain of the

probe. This is helpful (or perhaps, essential) because (1) susceptibility to

reflections from the supporting structure is reduced and (2) the narrower the

receiving pattern, the less the main incident plane-wave component will

saturate the probe response.

The receiving pattern for the probes of Figures 11.1 and 11.2 can be

measured directly; however, it is often easier to measure the receiving

pattern for the transducer alone and then mathematically translate it by the
A

length of the arm: If r0 (k) is the receiving pattern of the transducer, then

r(k) - ro(k) exp(ik • pz) , (11-29)

where p is the radius of the measurement sphere. We have

H J ro(k) - Xr(k) exp(ik * pz) dk (11- 30a)

E ro(k) •[ik x Xn(k)] exp(ik • pz) dk . (11-30b)rnm -~

H E
r Hand r may be calculated using the same numerical routines developed to
n rn H E

evaluate Eq (28), or they may be calculated analytically from rOLm and r0 m as

is done in Chapter 7.

11.10 The Ideal Dipole Probe

The probe operator

= 4ir 1 V = 1V (11-31)
0 r -- i V -1 l l k 2 (y x V) x V

measures the y component of the electric field:

G0 " Ei - y " Ei (11-32)

If this "ideal" probe is used on an arm of length p as described in Section

11.9, then it is an interesting exercise to verify that the transmission

equation (26) becomes
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A A A A

Et(pr) - E9(pr) 0 + E (pr) *

- [aH * E
La XA() + a g (kp) ir x X V(r)] (11-33)

fn W - i (x)) [x f (X)]
n n ix dx n

Equation (33) exhibits a well-known problem associated with calculating

fields in interior regions: If gn(p) or fn(p) is 0, then the tangential
H EEt(Pr)or a, respectively.electric field E ~)is not sufficient to determine a nm orarnepetvey

(This problem does not arise in standard spherical near-field scanning

applications because the radial functions for the exterior region do not have

zeros )

Hill '241 gives an excellent discussion of boundary conditions

appropriate for interior problems. It can be shown that a knowledge of the

quantity

F(pr) - Et (pr) - a r x H(pr) (11-34)

is always sufficient to determine the field for r < p. (a is an arbitrary

real constant.) Equation (34) suggests a "more ideal" dipole probe:

0= [-1 V x (11 + 1I? + i(@ll - 1,I) (11-35)

With this probe on an arm of length p, the transmission equation (26) becomes

E t(Pr) Z0 r x H(pr)

t 0 H * E A A

[f L(kp) + gV(kp)][aV/ X I(r) + a ir x X I(r)] (11-36)

(Z0 = J0/co.) fn is real, gn is imaginary, and f and gn cannot both be

0 at the same radius; therefore, Ifn + gn I 0 and Eq (36) can always be

solved for the unknown modal coefficients.

Although this treatment of dipole probes has illustrated some potential

difficulties, there probably is little practical difference between spherical

near-field scanning in the interior and in the exterior formulations. The

general rule is: If the probe is insensitive to a given multipole field, then
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-the corresponding coefficients cannot be obtained. For example, it is not
H E H E

experimentally feasible to determine a or a when r = 0 or r = O.
nm nm np nA

One caveat is that electrically small probes tend to behave like dipoles.

However, it appears that single-moded, open-ended waveguides are well

approximated by crossed electric and magnetic dipoles which produce

measurement vectors proportional to Eq (34) with a mostly real. (See [25],

for example.) Thus in principle, it is feasible to use open-ended waveguide

probes for the interior region formulation.
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Figure 11.1 A scanner for probing incident fields
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Force Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence (C 31) activities
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areas of competence is provided to ESD Program Offices (POs) and other

ESD elements to perform effective acquisition of C 31 systems. In addition,
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Air Force user community, and other DOD and non-DOD agencies. Rome

Laboratory maintains technical competence and research programs in areas

including, but not limited to, communications, command and control, battle

management, intelligence information processing, computational sciences

and software producibility, wide area surveillance/sensors, signal proces-
sing, solid state sciences, photonics, electromagnetic technology, super-
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